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Resource allocation is an evolving part of many Cloud computing and data center
management problems. For infrastructure as a service (IaaS) in the Cloud, the Cloud
service provider allocates virtual machines (VMs) to the customers with required
CPU, memory and disk congurations. In addition to the computing infrastructures,
the bandwidth resources would also be allocated to customers for data transmission
between reserved VMs. In the near future, users may also want to reserve multiple
virtual data centers (VDCs) to construct their own virtual Cloud, which could be
called data center as a service (DCaaS). For these two types of services, how to
provide guaranteed network bandwidth over an optical network and achieve the joint
resource allocation is a challenge to the central resource manager.
In this dissertation, we focus on network-aware resource allocation in Cloud/Grid
over optical networks rst. We investigate this problem from the provider's perspec-
tive and user's perspective. A multi-layer (IP-over-OTN-over-WDM) optical network
architecture is utilized for reserving network resources. We develop mixed-integer
linear programming (MILP) mathematical models and propose dierent heuristics
for the optimal network-aware resource allocation problem from the Cloud/Grid
provider's and the customer's perspectives with dierent targets.
Furthermore, we investigate the network-ecient virtualized cloud infrastructure
provisioning (NE-VCIP) problem in IP-over-EON inter-data center network (DCN)
based on the DCaaS model. The elastic optical network (EON) is adopted to provide
spectrum and cost-ecient networking resources for large bandwidth requests. We
develop MILP mathematical models for this problem and propose a cost-optimized
heuristic to solve this problem. To investigate the cost and blocking rate for the served
demands, dierent modulation formats and optical transponders are compared in the
EON layer, and the sliceable bandwidth variable transponders (SBVT) and optical
trac grooming technology are considered.
Finally the network-ecient virtual resource provisioning is investigated for intra-
DCN based on dierent types of optical intra-DCN architectures: a hybrid packet
and circuit switched DCN architecture (HyPaC), a novel optical switching DCN ar-
chitecture (OSA) with recongurable optical switching matrix and a pure optical
DCN architecture with fully connected non-blocking optical switching matrix. Multi-
objective MILP and mixed-integer quadratic programming (MIQP) models are con-
structed for the optimal resource provisioning problems for the corresponding DCN
architectures.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Grid/Cloud Computing
The development of the Grid/Cloud network oers users a powerful platform for
large-scale computing and data processing. With Grid/Cloud technologies, users will
not execute the tasks on local computers, but on centralized third-party compute and
storage facilities. Therefore, how to adopt an eective resource scheduling method to
allocate the resources in Grid/Cloud is becoming important.
The Grid enables users to share a large amount of storage, memory and computing
resources over a network [6]. A job submitted to the Grid might not execute on a
single computer but is separated to execute on several computers. The Grid resource
scheduling includes mainly three phases: resource discovery, resource allocation and
job execution [7]. Many methods have been developed for Grid resource allocation. In
addition, researchers have developed the Grid technology in many practical ways, such
as Open Science Grid (OSG) [8] and Global Environment for Network Innovations
(GENI) [9], to provide computing power, data and distributed systems research and
education. OSG provides distributed computing resources to users to meet their
needs of research and academic communities at all scales. To maintain and improve
distributed high throughput computing services, managing resources responsibly and
eciently becomes an essential task. HTCondor which is a specialized management
2system[10] is used in OSG to take care of scheduling applications and for continually
checking the available resources in the Grid. HTCondor acts as a local resource
manager which collects the resource information in a certain region of the Grid and
maps the submitted jobs in this region to the matched resource pool according to
specic requirements by users. However HTCondor does not deal with the network
resource allocation. So this is one of the reasons that we investigate the network-aware
resource allocation in Grid/Cloud in the work discussed later in this dissertation.
The Cloud is a rapidly developing technology in recent years. The Cloud has some
aspects in common with the Grid technology. Both need to manage large facilities
and to dene methods by which users will request and use resources provided by the
facilities in Grid/Cloud. Cloud computing has indeed evolved out of Grid computing,
and relies on Grid computing as its backbone and infrastructure support [1]. Hence
we refer to the network as Grid/Cloud network in this work interchangeably. Clouds
provide services at three dierent levels in general: Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS),
Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Software as a Service (SaaS) [11]. IaaS, among the
three levels, provisions hardware, software, and equipments to users with usage-based
pricing model. The Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) [12], Google Compute
Engine (GCE) [13] and Windows Azure from Microsoft [14] are successful commercial
Cloud technology products. They provide on-demand and reserved infrastructure
that scales and adapts to the consumer's needs. A simple example is a request
for IaaS where the job submitted by the user requests a number of certain type of
virtual machines (VMs), and a certain amount of bandwidth for data transmission
between VMs. In this case, the Cloud resource scheduler maintains the status of all
the resources in each data center in the Cloud, in order to complete the resource
allocation for the requests. The consumers only pay for what they use with the \pay-
as-you-go" model in Cloud. Therefore from the user's perspective, what they want
3intuitively is to obtain required resources from the Cloud platform for their jobs at a
minimum cost.
The Grid computing and Cloud computing technologies overlap with each other,
and also with some other technologies such as supercomputers and clusters. The
Cloud computing is evolved out of Grid computing and relies on Grid computing
as its backbone and infrastructure support [1]. Figure 1.1 shows an overview of
the relationship between Cloud, Grid and other distributed technologies. In the
dissertation, we refer to Grid/Cloud interchangeably.
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Figure 1.1: Grids and Clouds overview [1].
1.2 Resource Allocation Challenges in Grid/Cloud
In the Grid/Cloud, to complete the resource allocation for users, the resource al-
locator system should know the status of each type of resources in the distributed
Grid/Cloud, and based on the resource status apply ecient algorithms to allocate
physical or virtual resources to users while satisfying their requirements. The chal-
4lenges for resource allocation in Grid/Cloud mainly lie in the fundamental aspects:
resource modeling, resource oering and treatment, resource discovery and monitor-
ing, resource selection and optimization [2]. The rst two challenges belong to the
conception phase, where the Grid/Cloud provider needs to model resources according
to the type of services and resources it will supply. The last two challenges belong
to the operational phase. In this phase, the resource allocator needs to monitor the
resource status in Grid/Cloud and nd available resources that satisfy the current ar-
rival demand. After that it will allocate corresponding resources to serve the demand
and update the resource status in Grid/Cloud. Figure 1.2 represents the relationship
between resource allocation challenges in the distributed environment [2]. Developing
solutions to cope with the resource allocation challenges is still an essential topic in
the area of Grid/Cloud computing.
Conception Phase Operation Phase
Resource Modeling
Resource Offering and 
Treatment
Resource Monitoring and 
Discovery
Resource Selection and 
Optimization
Figure 1.2: Relationship between resource allocation challenges [2].
For the resource selection and optimization, which is one of the four challenges,
the provider needs to fulll the user's requirements and optimize the utilization of
the infrastructure when given the information regarding Cloud resource availability
at hand. Studies have been carried out on the resource allocation for Grid/Cloud
5networks with various distinct objectives. Among them, some studies only targeted
the computational resource allocation or merely network resource allocation in a
Grid/Cloud. However, in practice, a submitted task might obtain infrastructure
resources from several data centers in a Cloud network to complete their execution;
in this case they might need to transmit the nal and intermediate data between
data centers in the Cloud network. This circumstance leads to another challenge of
considering network resource in Grid/Cloud networks.
1.3 Performance Isolation for Shared Resources on Cloud
In recent years, the cloud providers have moved from simply supplying computing re-
sources to supplying multiple types of services, including networking, elastic caching,
database, analytics [15]. When deal with resources sharing among multiple customers,
the performance isolation becomes a challenge for the cloud providers. Signicant
works have been done to investigate the performance isolation on dierent aspects.
The work in [16] focuses on the performance isolation on shared resources such as
processor caches, memory buses and CPU. Another work in [17] focuses on the cloud
storage sharing and performance isolation problems. Dierent from above twos, the
work in [18] not only focuses on a single type of resource or multiple resources in a
single appliance, this work focuses on the end-to-end performance isolation in multi-
tenant data centers at multiple appliances. The abstraction of a dedicated virtual
data center (VDC) is proposed in such investigations to deal with virtual resource
provisioning and isolation in Cloud. A VDC consists of virtual machines (VMs) and
virtual resources lick virtual appliances and virtual network. Two main challenges are
presented by providing VDC abstraction. One is that customers can be bottlenecked
at dierent appliances to network links. The other one is that resource consumed by
6a demand can vary based on demand characteristics such as type, size [18].
1.4 Multi-layer Optical Networks
An optical (photonics) network is a communications network in which information is
transmitted as optical signal through the optical ber. Compared to the traditional
Ethernet network that uses electrical transmission, the optical network has a much
higher transmission speed and provides higher bandwidth. In addition, the dynamic
provisioning characteristic of the optical network makes optical channels can be split
into many high speed wavelengths, allows network managers to increase the capacity
of their optical network at very short notice [19]. This is one of the reasons that optical
network is widely used in network backbones within buildings and across wide area.
1.4.1 IP/MPLS Layer
The traditional IP routing has several limitations, such as scalability issues to poor
support of trac engineering and poor integration with layer 2 backbones already
existing in large service provider networks. Multi-protocol Label Switching (MPLS)
is a standard technology for speeding up network trac ow and making it easier to
manage [20]. MPLS allows most packets to be forwarded at layer 2 using switching
rather than at layer 3 using routing. An IP/MPLS network is a packet switched
network that uses the Internet protocol (TCP/IP) enhanced with the MPLS standard.
Compared to traditional IP network and MPLS only network, the IP/MPLS network
has several advantages [21]: 1) trac is no longer delivered by using the destination
address. It is labeled at source and based on the label given to the trac; 2) packets
are guaranteed to arrive with a specic cost and time if the specied path is available;
3) an alternative path can be specied in advance in case the rst specied path is
7not available; 4) there is further enhancement of the quality of service (QoS), etc.
The router model of the IP/MPLS layer network consists of two main parts: the
basic node and the equipment related to the physical layer interfaces. The basic node
in the IP/MPLS router model provides a certain number of bidirectional slots with
a xed bandwidth. The slots must be equipped with a slot card that in turn can
connect to dierent type of port cards [22]. In our work we use a common approach
that connects an IP/MPLS router and a WDM system with a short reach interface
and a WDM transponder if needed for IP/MPLS and WDM layer connection.
1.4.2 OTN Layer
Optical Transport Network (OTN) is a multiplexing and transmission technology
that can provide transport, time division multiplexing and management of optical
signals. OTN technology is circuit switched and connection oriented, which means
a xed path is pre-established between an input port and an output port and all
frames received on a port follow the xed path. OTN oers the following advantages
relative to synchronous optical networking and synchronous digital hierarchy [23]: 1)
stronger forward error correction; 2) more levels of Tandem Connection Monitoring;
3) transparent transport of client signals; and 4) switching capability. In OTN today,
switching is provided by electrical cross connects (EXC) in general, which consists of
EXC basic node, and line cards. The way that an EXC connects to a WDM system is
by using a short reach interfaces at the EXC side and a separate WDM transponder.
1.4.3 WDM Layer
The WDM layer has the functionality of multiplexing and transmitting a number
of optical carrier signals with dierent wavelengths in a single optical ber, and of
switching the signals in transparent optical switches. A traditional 50 GHz WDM
8layer link is composed of transponders, muxponders, regenerators, optical ampliers
(OA) and WDM terminals. In addition, in the transparent nodes of WDM layer net-
work, optical switches, such as recongurable optical add/drop multiplexer (ROADM)
and the optical cross connect (OXC) [24], are needed for supplying optical switching
without optical-to-electrical-to-optical (O/E/O) conversion. Figure 1.3 shows a basic
WDM link example.
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Figure 1.3: An example of basic WDM link.
In the WDM network layer, it is assumed that all wavelength channels are termi-
nated by transponders at the two end nodes of the optical route in the network, and a
maximum transparent reach is denoted for each transponder pair. The muxponder is
a special device used to realize trac grooming mechanism. The regenerator is used
to provide regeneration on each individual wavelength to restore optical signals that
are subject to noise and crosstalk. Regeneration usually occurs at a ROADM location
where the wavelength can be dropped and/or demultiplexed [25]. The OA element is
capable of amplifying all wavelengths carried by the optical ber bidirectional. The
WDM terminal is responsible for multiplexing/demultiplexing multiple wavelength
channels.
91.4.4 Elastic Optical Network Layer
The elastic optical network (EON) has the features of dividing optical spectrum
exibly and generating elastic optical paths, that is paths with variable bit rates,
through the new transceivers called bandwidth variable transponders (BVTs). The
main motivations for developing EON paradigm are: 1) support for 1 Tbps and other
high bit rate demands; 2) satisfy disparate bandwidth needs in the same network (see
Figure 1.4); 3) allow for closer spacing of channels, in order to free up spectrum for
other demands; 4) trade o the optical signal reach and spectral eciency well; 5)
support dynamic network in the optical layer, that is to response directly to variable
bandwidth demands from the client layer [3].
Figure 1.4: Flexible grid to support dierent bit rate demands [3].
1.5 Motivation and Contributions
1.5.1 Motivation
Resource allocation is an evolving part of many Grid/Cloud computing and data cen-
ter management problems. In Grid computing, as we discussed above, a specialized
management system HTConder who is responsible for resource scheduling and alloca-
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tion does not provide network resource allocation. And the OSG Council stated that
incorporating the network layer into scheduling is a key distributed high throughput
computing (DHTC) research challenge for the next ve years [26].
In Cloud computing, based on the infrastructure as a service (IaaS), the Cloud
service provider allocates virtual machines (VMs) to the customers according to the
CPU, memory and disk requirements of the VMs. In addition to the computing
infrastructures the Cloud service provider would allocate bandwidth resources to the
customers for data transmission between reserved VMs. The bandwidth resources
that are oered by the Cloud providers (e.g. Google, Amazon) today are just the
total amount of data you could transmit for a certain time duration (e.g. 100 GB
per day). The Cloud service providers do not oer guaranteed bandwidth for the
customers for the service period they have reserved. In this case, the smooth data rate
for the customer during the service period cannot be guaranteed due to the limited
bandwidth when the network communication load is heavy. Moreover, the best-eort
data transmission in the Cloud might lead to unpredictable network performance.
The Cisco Global Cloud Index (GCI) [27] is an ongoing eort to forecast the
growth of global data center and cloud-based IP trac. GCI indicates in the forecast
and methodology report for 2013-2018 that, the global data center trac and global
Cloud trac will increase signicantly in the future years [27] as shown in Figure 1.5.
With the prediction of signicantly trac growth in Cloud, how to manage network
resource in Cloud environment becomes important. In fact, the two main telecommu-
nication carriers with their own global IP networks in US, Verizon and AT&T, plan
to extend their IaaS service in the Cloud computing with network resources, while
considering guaranteed network bandwidth [28] [29].
To construct bandwidth guaranteed circuits for data transmission in the Cloud en-
vironment, we will consider involving the optical layer network. Optical networks play
11
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Figure 1.5: Trac growth in Cloud.
a key role in the realization of Grid/Cloud computing networks. Optical transmission
is accepted as the most cost-eective way to realize high-bandwidth connections in
the long-haul network [30]. The technology's ability to transfer huge data volumes
with low latency has made optical networks the de facto standard to connect data
centers that provide computing and storage services in Grid/Cloud [31]. Furthermore,
the technology of dense wavelength-division multiplexing (DWDM) multiplexes a a
number of optical carrier signals onto a single optical ber and allows optical end-to-
end connections over dierent wavelengths. Commercially available line rates oered
by a single wavelength include 10, 40, or 100 Gbps, while channels are typically
spaced 50 or 100 GHz [32]. To adapt to the actual trac needs, more exible and
adaptive networks that equipped with exible transceivers and network elements are
needed for optical layer network. An new approach known as elastic optical network
(EON) appears to provide exible bandwidth for variable bit rate demands from the
client layer. An example would be IP-over-EON, in which the bandwidth-variable
transponders (BVTs) adjust their bandwidth in line with the IP layer demands [3].
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1.5.2 Contributions
In this dissertation, we make the following contributions.
1. Cost-optimized joint resource allocation in Grid/Cloud with multi-layer optical
network architecture
We introduce the multi-layer optical network architecture to guarantee the reser-
vation of the network bandwidth resource. We investigate the bandwidth guaranteed
joint resource scheduling from the Cloud provider's point of view, which is complet-
ing the resource scheduling with minimal capital expenditure (CapEx). The Mixed
Integer Linear Programming (MILP) formulations and heuristics (Best-Fit and Tabu
search) are developed to solve our problems. The results show that both MILP
and heuristics work well to solve the problem, and the heuristics are much more
time-ecient. In addition, the Tabu search method achieves the optimal resource
allocation, and also reaches a lower blocking rate compared to Best-Fit method [33].
2. Budget-optimized network-aware resource allocation in Grid/Cloud over optical
networks
In addition, we focus on network-aware optimal resource allocation in the Cloud
from the customer's perspective. We develop a mixed integer linear programming
(MILP) optimal mathematical model and heuristics (Best-Fit [34] and Tabu Search
[35]) to solve the budget optimized joint-resource allocation problem to minimize the
rental cost for each customer. The experimental results show that our heuristics
can achieve approximate optimal solution to the MILP solution and can reduce the
customer's rental cost by at least 30%. The Best-Fit heuristic with shortest job
execution time rst (STF) and simplest job structure rst (SSF) scheduling policies
have a better performance in terms of the trac blocking rate. The trac blocking
rates under both scheduling policies are 5%25% less than other policies. The Tabu
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search based heuristic with SSF job scheduling policy has a better performance in
terms of the trac blocking rate than other job scheduling policies. In addition, the
Tabu Search based heuristic also reduces the blocking rate by 4%30% compared
with Best-Fit heuristic under any job scheduling policy [36].
3. Provisioning virtualized Cloud services in IP/MPLS-over-EON networks
In this part, we consider the network-ecient virtualized cloud infrastructure pro-
visioning problem in IP over elastic optical network (IP-over-EON) based on the data
center as a service model [37]. The elastic optical network is adopted to provide spec-
trum and cost-ecient networking resources for large bandwidth requests in our work.
We develop mixed integer linear programming (MILP) formulations to construct the
mathematic model for this problem and propose a cost-optimized heuristic to solve
this problem. To investigate the cost and blocking rate for the served demands, dier-
ent modulation formats are compared in the EON layer, and the sliceable bandwidth
variable transponders and optical trac grooming technology are considered. The
experimental results show that dierent modulation formats that are adopted in the
EON layer will have dierent impacts on the total cost and demand blocking rate for
the same data set size. Also the use of SBVT will reduce the total cost no matter
which modulation format is adopted, and the reduction is related to the bandwidth
requirement of the demands [38].
4. Virtualized Cloud services provisioning in hybrid optical data center network
In this part, furthermore, we consider the network-aware virtualized cloud ser-
vices provisioning within data center based on dierent optical data center network
(DCN) architectures. Three types of optical DCN architectures are considered. A
simplest pure optical DCN architecture, in which the top of rack switches connect to
each other through a fully connected non-blocking MEMS matrix optical switch. A
hybrid packet and circuit switched DCN architecture (HyPaC), in which the tradi-
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tional packet switching through tree-based architecture is augmented with the high
bandwidth, low complexity optical circuit switching through re-congurable MEMS
optical switch (one degree connection). A novel optical switching architecture (OSA)
through recongurable MEMS optical switch (k  1 degree connections). We develop
MILP and mixed integer quadratic programming (MIQP) models of resource provi-
sioning problem for correlated architectures. Two approaches are adopted to solve
the problems with optimal optical switch conguration that could accept maximal
number of demands with minimal total cost.
1.6 Outline
The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 we discuss some
related work on the resource allocation problems in Grid/Cloud. We investigate
the cost-optimized joint resource allocation in Grid/Cloud over multi-layer optical
network from the provider's point of view in Chapter 3 and the budget-optimized
resource allocation from the customer's point of view in Chapter 4 respectively. In
Chapter 5 we investigate the network-ecient virtualized Cloud infrastructure provi-
sioning problem in IP-over-EON network based on the data center as a service model.
Furthermore, in Chapter 6, we extend the virtualized Cloud service provisioning for
intra-data center network in which an optical architecture data center is considered.
Finally, conclusion and future work are presented in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2
Related work
2.1 Resource Allocation in Grids
Many studies have been carried out on resource allocation or task scheduling in the
Grid networks [39] with dierent requirements and objectives in dierent application
elds. The study in [40] focuses on the optimization problem of jointly schedul-
ing computing and network resources, which is called task scheduling and light-path
establishment (TSLE), in the Grid to achieve the optimal performance for the data-
intensive Grid applications. Two optimization problems are studied with the objec-
tives of minimizing the completion time of a job and minimizing the resource us-
age/cost to satisfy a job with a deadline respectively. The work in [41] considers the
ecient resource allocation problem in ad hoc Grid environment. To reach the goals
of both obtaining the optimized quality of service for the agents and maximizing the
prot for the Grid resource providers, the ad hoc Grid resource allocation algorithm
is proposed which can maximize the global utility of the ad hoc Grid system. The
work in [42] focuses on measuring and quantifying the existing resource fragmentation
caused by scheduling the jobs in advance, and also on improving the resource usage
in the Grid system. Dierent metrics are proposed to measure the fragmentation
presented in a Grid system. These metrics can be applied to trigger the rescheduling
of jobs when needed to improve the resource utilization in the Grid.
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In addition, the support for advance reservations of resources plays a key role in
Grid resource management. The work in [43] investigates the impact of heterogeneity
on Grid resource management when advance reservations are supported. And an
ecient heterogeneity-aware resource scheduling algorithm which deploys techniques
from computational geometry is developed in this work. The work in [44] studies
the high performance resource utilization strategies that can be employed in Grid
and Cloud networks. It also implements and quanties strategies including advanced
reservation, just-in-time bidding and etc.
2.2 Resource Allocation in Clouds
In the Cloud resource allocation problem, users requires a certain amount of comput-
ing resources or VMs, and the resource manager will assign required resources to the
users.
2.2.1 Data Center Management and VM Allocation
In the eld of Cloud computing, the studies in [45] and [46] propose some solutions
for the resource allocation problem which focused on the management of data cen-
ters. The study in [45] uses Lyapunov optimization technique to design an on-line
admission control, routing, and resource allocation algorithm for a virtualized data
center. And the study in [46] proposes an ecient dynamic task scheduling scheme
for virtualized data centers. The virtual machine (VM) allocation is a challenging
sub-problem as well. The work in [47] investigates the dynamic VM provisioning
and allocation problem for the auction-based model. An integer program is formu-
lated and truthful greedy and optimal mechanisms are designed for the problem. The
proposed mechanisms achieve promising results in terms of revenue for the Cloud
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provider. The work in [48] presents a system that uses virtualization technology to
allocate data center resources dynamically based on application demands and support
green computing by optimizing the number of servers in use. It introduces the concept
of \skewness" to measure the uneven utilization of a server. A work in [49] introduces
an ecient network virtualization solution, CloudMirror, with three components -
a network abstraction, an ecient VM placement strategy and a runtime mechanism
that enforces the application bandwidth requirements.
2.2.2 Resource Allocation with Dierent Objects
In addition, a lot of studies have been also carried out for emphasizing dierent as-
pects of the resource allocation problems in Cloud. The work in [50] focuses on the
development of dynamic resource allocation that considers the energy between var-
ious data center infrastructures to improve energy eciency and performance. Also
the work in [51] proposes an energy ecient virtual network embedding approach
to deal with the on-demand allocation of network resources for Cloud. The work in
[52] focuses on the load balancing task scheduling in Cloud networks. The author
proposes an optimized algorithm based on Fuzzy-GA optimization to achieve better
load balancing across all nodes in Cloud networks. The work in [53] develops ecient
resource allocation algorithms in distributed Clouds that aim at minimizing the com-
munication costs and latency. To reduce the bandwidth cost, the authors propose
an algorithm to choose data centers in Cloud that are close to the user. The objec-
tive is to minimize the maximum distance between selected data centers. The work
in [54] proposes a new cloud brokerage service that reserves a large pool of instances
from Cloud providers and serves customers with prices discount. The dynamic strate-
gies are proposed for the broker to make instance reservations with the objective of
minimizing its service cost. The work in [55] focuses on the cost-eective resource
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allocation in the Cloud. This paper provides answers to three fundamental questions:
Given a pub/sub workload, what is the minimum amount of resources needed to sat-
isfy all the subscribers; what is a cost-eective way to allocate resources for the given
workload; and what is the cost of hosting it on a public Cloud provider. A prob-
lem coined minimum cost subscriber satisfaction (MCSS) is formulated to answer the
above three questions. Also related with the cost aspect of resource allocation, the
work in [56] investigates how to dynamically allocate resources to optimize resource
provisioning cost, while satisfying QoS requirement specied by individual customers
simultaneously. The authors propose a decentralized Cloud rewall framework for
individual Cloud customers and propose novel queuing models to solve this problem.
2.2.3 Approaches for Resource Allocation
Moreover, to solve the problem of allocating resources to the requests while maintain-
ing high resource utilization, many approaches, such as heuristic algorithms, statis-
tical methods, and soft computing techniques have been investigated by researchers.
The work in [57] utilizes a variation of multi dimensional bin packing to model the re-
source allocation problem and present an ecient resource allocation algorithm using
simulated annealing. The work in [58] proposes a Peer to Peer (P2P) resource man-
agement approach, which is comprised of a number of agents, to address the problem
of resource management for large scale data centers. The work in [59] proposes an
important dierential evolution algorithm (IDEA) to optimize task scheduling and
resource allocation based on the described cost and time models on Cloud computing
environment. The work in [60] investigates the problem of joint optimizing the ser-
vice cost and resource utilization for Clouds. A nonlinear integer programming model
is formulated for the optimal reservation problem and a ne-grained heuristic algo-
rithm is proposed to reduce its computational complexity and obtain quasi-optimal
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solutions.
2.3 Network Virtualization
Network virtualization is a powerful method to execute multiple experiments simul-
taneously on a shared infrastructure. However, making ecient use of the underlying
resources requires eective techniques for virtual network (VN) embedding{mapping
each virtual network to specic nodes and links in the substrate network [61]. In
addition, with the growth of data volumes and variety of application demands in the
Cloud environment, the data center network virtualization is a promising solution to
address the problem of eciently allocating multiple types of resources (storage, com-
puting, bandwidth) from underlying infrastructures for these demands. The problem
of embedding virtual networks in a substrate networks is the main resource allocation
challenge in network virtualization [62] and has attracted a lot of attention in both
academic and industry.
The work in [63] applies the Markov Random Walk (RW) model to rank a net-
work node based on its resource and topological attributes. And using this node
ranking, two VN embedding algorithms are proposed to solve the VN embedding
problems with higher long-term average revenue and higher VN request acceptance
ratio. Toe solve the VN embedding problem, dierent heuristics might be proposed.
The work in [64] presents ViNEYard{a collection of VN embedding algorithms that
leverage better coordination between the two phases. We formulate the VN embed-
ding problem as a mixed integer program through substrate network augmentation.
This work devise two on-line VN embedding algorithms D-ViNE and R-ViNE using
deterministic and randomized rounding techniques respectively. In addition a gener-
alized window-based VN embedding algorithm (WiNE) is presented to evaluate the
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eect of lookahead on VN embedding. Another work in [65] proposes a new scalable
embedding strategy named VNE-AC based on the Ant Colony meta-heuristic to solve
the VN embedding problem with the target of mapping virtual networks in the sub-
strate network with minimum physical resources while satisfying the required QoS in
terms of bandwidth. The simulation results show that the proposed meta-heuristic
can enhance the substrate network provider's revenue.
Furthermore, other related works about the VN embedding that focus on dierent
aspects have been investigated as well, such as the work in [66] focuses on the energy
ecient VN embedding problem and the work in [67] focuses on the survivable VN
embedding problem.
2.4 Virtual Data Center Embedding in the Cloud
Virtualizing data center networks has been considered a feasible strategy to satisfy the
requirements of Cloud services. For the VDC allocation in the Cloud, VDC is treated
as the unit of resource allocation for multiple users in the Cloud. The mapping of
virtual data center (VDC) resources to the physical Cloud resources (facilities), also
noted as VDC embedding, can impact the revenue of Cloud providers. Therefore
the VDC embedding problem plays an important role in the Cloud resource provi-
sioning area and some studies have been investigated on this area. The work in in
[68] proposes a new embedding solution for DCs that considers the relation between
switches and links, allows multiple resources to be mapped to a single physical DC,
and reduces resource fragmentation in terms of CPU. The work in [69] studies the
virtual resource allocation problem for networked cloud environments, incorporating
heterogeneous substrate resources, and provides an approximation approach to ad-
dress the problem. For the node mapping phase, a MIP formulation capable of taking
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into accounting QoS requirements is considered. For the link mapping phase, the cor-
responding ow problem is adopted to solve the problem. The work in [48] presents
a system that makes use of virtualization technology to allocate DC resources dy-
namically and targets optimizing the number of servers in use. A set of heuristics
are developed to prevent overload in the system while saving energy used. Moreover,
to get the maximum benet from a distributed cloud system, ecient algorithms are
needed for resource allocation which minimize communication costs and latency. The
work in [70] develops ecient resource allocation algorithms to address such problems
in distributed clouds. The target of this work is to minimize the maximum distance,
or latency, between the selected DCs.
In addition, VDC networks have been considered as a feasible alternative to satisfy
the requirements of advanced Cloud infrastructure services. Proper mapping of VDC
resources to their physical counterparts , also known as VDC embedding, can impact
the revenue of cloud providers [68]. In addition to the VM resources, the work in
[68] proposes a new embedding solution for DCs that considers the relation between
switches and links, and allows multiple resources to be mapped to a single physical
DC. The work in [71] focuses on reliable VDC embedding in clouds.The paper presents
a technique for computing VDC availability that considers heterogeneous hardware
failure rates and dependencies among virtual components. An availability-aware VDC
embedding framework, Venice, is proposed for achieving high VDC availability and
low operational cost. This work focuses on embedding VDCs onto one physical data
center. The work in [72] designs a data center network virtualization architecture
called SecondNet to enable the VDC abstraction. SecondNet is scalable by dis-
tributing all virtual-to-physical mapping, routing, and bandwidth reservation state
in server hypervisors. SecondNet introduces a centralized VDC allocation algorithm
for virtual to physical mapping with bandwidth guarantee. The work in [73] about
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VDC embedding proposes Greenhead, a holistic resource management framework for
embedding VDCs across geographically distributed data centers connected through
a backbone network. The target of Greenhead is to maximize the cloud provider's
revenue while ensuring that the infrastructure is as environmentlly friendly as pos-
sible. This work focuses on embedding VDCs onto distributed infrastructures which
is dierent from the work in [74] and [68]. Moreover, the optical network with high
throughput and low latency has been used for Cloud environment construction and
it could also be used for network resource provisioning in Cloud in the future. The
work in [75] presents a cross-functional orchestration platform able to coordinate the
provision of cloud-based services with multi-granular data delivery services across
exible optical network. Furthermore, the work in [18] provides a system, Pulsar, to
give tenants the abstraction of a VDC that aords them the performance stability of
an in-house cluster, and the convenience and elasticity of the shared cloud. Pulsar
uses a centralized controller to enforce end-to-end throughput guarantees that span
multiple appliances and the network.
Dierent from the work in [73], other works in [76] and [74] focus on mapping all
the VDC components within the same data center. The key contribution of [76] is to
design virtual clusters as the virtual network abstractions that capture the trade-o
between the performance guarantees oered to users, their costs and the provider
revenue. The work in [74] proposes VDC Planner, a migration-aware dynamic virtual
data center embedding framework that aims at achieving high revenue while mini-
mizing the total energy cost over-time. The proposed framework supports various
usage scenarios, including VDC embedding, VDC scaling as well as dynamic VDC
consolidation. In our works, we may investigate the VDC mapping problem in dis-
tributed data centers and within a single data center while considering the role of
optical networks in the Cloud systems.
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Furthermore, another work [77] that related with VDC embedding focuses on the
virtual infrastructure embedding with reliability guarantee. The reliability is realized
through redundant nodes and links. A pooling mechanism opportunistic redundancy
pooling (ORP) is introduced to share the redundancies for both independent and
cascading types of failures.
No matter for the joint resource allocation problem or for the VDC mapping
problem, the network resource virtualization, especially of optical links, plays an
essential role in oering elasticity in terms of DC-to-DC data paths and enabling the
dynamic allocation of slices of network bandwidth between physical servers in dierent
DCs [78]. A more recent work [79] investigates the problem of joint defragmentation
(DF) for the spectrum and IT resources in elastic optical data center interconnections
(EO-DCIs). Specically, in order to reduce the blocking probability in an EO-DCI,
the authors re-optimize the allocations of the multidimensional resources jointly with
complexity-controlled network recongurations. In addition, the work in [78] presents
a distributed management platform, namely, the network virtualization management
platform (NVMP) for latency aware applications. The anycast-based optimizations
are proposed to optimally select the target IT resources and also consider the data
transfer performance across the DCs. Dierent policies are proposed and evaluated
that select an inter-DC network path, and accordingly a destination server, so that
the VM data transfer can experience the proper delay performance.
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Chapter 3
Provider's Viewpoint: Cost-Optimized Resource Allocation in
Grids/Clouds with Multilayer Optical Network
3.1 Introduction
In the Cloud network model, resources will be provided according to user's require-
ments which usually lead to cost reduction. The investigation of solutions to cope
with network-aware joint resource allocation is a very important topic in the eld
of Grids/Clouds in the next ve years. We rst describe the related work on the
Grid/Cloud resource allocation area and then describe the optical network structure
which will be adopted in our work. The optimal resource scheduling has also been
a great challenge in IaaS Cloud environment and various investigations have been
conducted in this area.
The authors of work [53] consider resource allocation algorithms for distributed
Cloud systems and develop algorithms for network-aware allocation of virtual ma-
chines to achieve good application performance. The objective of this work is to
minimize the maximum distance or latency between the selected data centers with
the proposed data-center selection algorithms for VM placement. Nowadays, the re-
source provisioning in the Cloud such that the performance is maximized and the
nancial cost is minimized is still a challenge in the Cloud environment, and hence
many studies have investigated this problem. The work in [80] designs, implements
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and evaluates two auto-scaling solutions to minimize the job turnaround time within
the budget constraints for Cloud work ows to reach the goal of maximizing the return
from the Cloud investment. The work in [81] studies the optimization problem of min-
imizing resource rental cost for running elastic applications in Cloud while meeting
application service requirements. A deterministic resource rental planning (DRRP)
model and a stochastic resource rental planning (SRRP) model which considers the
price uncertainty, are proposed to generate optimal rental decisions. The study in
[82] adopts dynamic capacity provisioning to reduce the energy consumption by dy-
namically adjusting the number of active machines to match resource demands. A
heterogeneity-aware resource management system (HARMONY) is presented for the
dynamic provisioning that can strike a balance between energy savings and scheduling
delay, while considering the reconguration cost.
In this chapter we consider the joint scheduling of processor, storage and network
resources in Grid/Cloud networks from the Cloud provider's point of view, while
considering guaranteed network bandwidth for inter data center connection. Given
the inputs, which are shown in Fig. 3.1, the resource allocator needs to check the
real-time resource status in the Cloud and achieve reasonable resource allocation for
as many consumers as possible. The objective is to minimize the total capital ex-
penditures (CapEx) for the resource allocation, which include the cost of the network
components and initial facility installation costs. We introduce the multi-layer optical
network architecture to deal with the guaranteed network bandwidth problem during
joint resource allocation. To solve the joint resource allocation, we construct a Mixed
Integer Linear Programming (MILP) model with the integer constraints to obtain the
optimal solutions and propose two polynomial-time heuristic algorithms.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 describes the problem
settings, network model and cost model for the problem. Section 3.3 and 3.4 describe
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the MILP formulations and propose heuristics. Section 3.5 describes the experimental
results and analysis. Finally, we conclude the work in Section 3.6.
Scheduler
Resource
Modeling
Provider
Requirements
Resources in
cloud
User
Requirements Jobs
Figure 3.1: Resource allocation inputs.
3.2 Joint Resource Allocation Problem
3.2.1 Problem Description
The Cloud network consists of geographically connected data centers. Based on the
user constraints and resource availability, a user request might not obtain all resources
from a single data center sometimes. Generally, in a Cloud environment, the resource
assignment service for a user request can be divided into several steps. First, we
identify the possible candidate data center sites for the request. Second, we select the
right data centers that would assign resources for the request. Third, we x a certain
rack in the data center for the request. The last step is to determine the specic VMs
in the rack for the request to complete the resource assignment. In this work, we do
not consider the details of resource assignment within a data center such as the rack
determination and VM placement, but only consider the data center selection and
the inter-data center network communications.
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A user submits a job request with xed resource requirements and job execution
information to the resource allocator in the Grid/Cloud networks. The job might
need certain types of processors and certain capacity storage for execution and cer-
tain amount of bandwidth for data transmission as well. To guarantee the bandwidth
reserved for data transmission, there's a need to establish a circuit in the optical layer
of the network. Several sub-wavelength channels with specic bandwidth are com-
bined together in one single optical ber circuit. And OTs mark the end points of each
WDM sub-wavelength channel in the optical circuit. On the other hand, the central-
ized resource allocator of the Cloud network has an overall view of the resource status,
and maintains the real-time updates on the resources across the whole Grid/Cloud
network. The resource allocator will complete the resource scheduling according to
the requirements from the submitted jobs and the current resource situation in the
Cloud.
3.2.2 Problem Assumptions
We investigate the optimal joint resource allocation in this work from the provider's
viewpoint to minimize the total CapEx of resource allocation while considering the
optical transport layer as multi-layer architecture. We assume that the transport
network adopts the IP/MPLS-over-OTN-over-WDM architecture as shown in Fig.
3.4. To simplify our model and also to ensure its reasonableness for realistic co-
scheduling in Grid/Cloud, we make the following assumptions.
 One node in the network topology represents one data center in the Cloud net-
work. Each node has dierent computational (processor and storage) capacities
and dierent amount of related optical facilities.
 Each link in the topology is bidirectional and has the same bandwidth capacity.
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The bandwidth on each link is divided into several sub-wavelengths with equal
bandwidth.
 Execution cycle (12 hours), noted as S, is slotted. Each time slot is 1 hour,
noted as s. Jobs should be completed within one execution cycle.
 Jobs arrive at the resource allocator one by one and are collected rst, then the
allocator will schedule them together (batch processing).
 A job consists of a series of dependent or independent tasks. Independent tasks
in one job can be executed in parallel, while dependent tasks must be executed
sequentially. Fig. 4.2 gives us a visual sense of a job structure. The task tC and
tD of job j2 in Fig. 4.2 are independent from each other, and they both depend
on task tB. Here we note tB as parent task, tC and tD as child task of tB.
 The processor and storage resources assigned to one task must be from the same
node.
 Task computing (for processor, storage resource) and data transmission (for OT,
bandwidth resource) happen synchronously, which means the task will transmit
the intermediate data or results right after their generation by task executing.
 Resources reserved by a task will be released once the execution of this task is
completed.
 OTs, used as the end points of a sub-wavelength channel along the optical link,
must appear in pairs; we call this as transponder mapping.
Here we give an example to illustrate the transponder mapping assumption men-
tioned above. Parent task tA and its child task tB are allocated in nodes N1 and N4
respectively, and task tA needs to transmit data to task tB. Task tA requires two OTs
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Figure 3.2: Examples of supported job structures.
used for transmission, and they are assigned from node N1. Therefore, we need to
assign two OTs from node N4 for task tB as the mapping OTs to receive the data
from task tA. As a result, two wavelength channels are established as shown in Fig.
3.3.
N 1
N 2 N 3
N 4
N 5
tA tB
Node
Required OT by tA
Mapped OT for tA
Figure 3.3: Optical transponder mapping.
With the above assumptions, the resource allocator will complete the resource
assignment in the Cloud for the user requests. How to make use of the limited
resources in the Grid/Cloud to realize an optimal joint resource scheduling for as
many consumers as possible is important to both consumers and the Cloud providers.
Intense competition in the Cloud computing service market imposes high pressures
on the data center and network operators' revenues. This situation underscores the
need to maintain data center and network communication costs under control. It
is essential to minimize the total cost of the data centers and the network in the
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Cloud environment while supplying services at competitive prices. Therefore, from
the provider's point of view, how to complete the joint resource allocation to satisfy
the consumers' requirements at a minimal cost is a signicant issue, which is the way
to increase the prot of Cloud computing service. The cost here is the CapEx of
data center and telecommunication network operators. CapEx includes the cost for
building the Cloud computing environment infrastructures, such as the construction
costs of data centers and network installation costs. In this work, the objective of the
resource allocator is to complete the resource scheduling for the request with minimal
CapEx.
As mentioned earlier, we only focus on the bandwidth requirement for inter-data
center communication when considering the network resource part. In the current
Cloud computing service, the network bandwidth resource oered by the providers is
not guaranteed. Thus the best-eort data transmission for the tenants is unreliable,
which might lead to unpredictable data loss and long delay. We intend to construct an
optical route in the Cloud network to transmit data for tenants. Each user can reserve
one or several sub-wavelengths with certain amount of bandwidth to transmit data
along the optical route. The IP/MPLS-over-OTN-over-WDM multi-layer network
architecture is introduced while achieving the routing and bandwidth assignment for
guaranteed network resource allocation. We adopt the transparent implementation in
the multi-layer network, in which ROADM is used to bypass particular wavelengths
at intermediate node in an optical route. In this case, the optical signal can avoid
the O-E-O conversion during data transmission between source and destination.
3.2.3 Network Model
In the distributed Cloud environment, it is normal that users will obtain the needed
resources from several data centers. In this case, data transmission is necessary
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between data centers in order to complete the whole job execution. In the Cloud
network, the same set of routers and links are deployed to carry trac for all customers
with no dierence. The Cloud providers usually do not supply guaranteed network
resources for the tenants. Therefore, the bandwidth for the user to transmit data
might vary signicantly according to the network load. Thus oering guaranteed
network bandwidth for the tenants together with other Cloud resources is critical for
Cloud operators. We can utilize the optical network architecture to set up reliable
circuit for bandwidth resource reservation. Next we will describe the multi-layer
optical network architecture.
Optical multi-layer networks oer a high degree of freedom in network design,
adapting to actual network requirements and achieving cost-ecient realizations [22].
The lower layer technologies such as Layer 2 switching and Layer 1 optical networks,
with the advantage of high exibility and agility, are far from their intrinsic physical
limits. Therefore considering deploying optical multi-layer network to oer bandwidth
guaranteed data transmission in the Cloud at a lower cost would be a viable scheme.
In [22], a detailed CapEx model is given for optical multi-layer networks, which
including four layers: Internet protocol/multi-protocol label switching (IP/MPLS),
carrier-grade Ethernet, optical transport network (OTN) and wavelength division
multiplexing (WDM). All equipment costs discussed in each layer are relative costs
that are normalized to the cost of a 10 Gbits/s transponder with a transparent reach
of 750 km. Based on the CapEx work presented in [22], we consider the IP/MPLS-
over-OTN-over-WDM layered network architecture for our joint resource scheduling
problem. Figure 3.4 shows the IP/MPLS-over-OTN-over-WDM multi-layer network
structure. We have introduced each layer in Chapter ?? Section 1.3.
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Figure 3.4: IP/MPLS-over-OTN-over-WDM layered network architecture.
3.2.4 Cost Model
In our cost model, the CapEx for joint resource scheduling in the Grid/Cloud envi-
ronment includes the cost of data center resources (such as processor, storage and
bandwidth) and also the cost of equipments in the multi-layer network architecture.
According to the analysis of costs in the Cloud [83], the costs in a data center mainly
go to the servers, infrastructure, power draw and network. We focus on the costs of
the server component since this component takes the greatest part of the total CapEx
in a data center. For example, as the per rack lifetime cost for dierent types of data
center infrastructure shown in [84], the per rack lifetime cost is around $70,000 for
legacy architecture type. Usually 20 servers are located within one rack and over 90%
of the capital cost is typically spent in year 1 (the data center life cycle is 10 years in
general) using legacy design approaches [83]. In this case, we probably estimate the
capital cost of each server in one operation hour is $0.36, which can be utilized as the
data center resources cost part of the total CapEx considered in our problem.
The cost model of the equipment in the multi-layer network architecture in our
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problem relies on the multi-layer cost model proposed in [22].
3.2.4.1 Cost model for IP/MPLS layer
For the IP/MPLS layer of the multi-layer network architecture, we involve the IP/MPLS
router cost as the CapEx. The IP/MPLS router model is divided into two main blocks:
the basic node and the equipment related to the physical layer interfaces. Each basic
node supplies a limited number of bidirectional slots with a certain bandwidth for
physical layer interfaces. In our problem we assume the slot capacity is 40 Gbits/s in
IP router. Each slot is equipped with a slot card that has the capability to connect
dierent types of line cards. Usually the interface cards will be equipped with sep-
arate pluggable optical transceiver modules, but for simplicity the cost for optics in
our model are aggregated into the line card costs as stated in [22]. The normalized
cost values for IP/MPLS network equipment are shown in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Normalized cost for IP/MPLS layer equipments.
IP/MPLS router basic nodes
Capacity Number of slots (slot capacity = 40
Gbits/s)
Cost
640 Gbits/s 16 slots 16.67
IP/MPLS router slot card
40 Gbits/s 1 slot/1 slot 9.17
IP/MPLS router port card
Interface type Number of slots occupied (slot capacity
= 40 Gbits/s)
Cost
4  PoS STM-16, SR (1310 nm,
2 km reach)
1/4 slot 5.83
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3.2.4.2 Cost model for OTN layer
The OTN layer provides the multiplexing and transmission functionalities which
grooms TDM signals of distinct granularities within a multiplexing hierarchy. The
CapEx of the OTN layer goes to the related switching elements such as OTN electri-
cal cross connects (EXCs) and related interfaces. In our model, we also assume that
when an EXC connects to the WDM layer, the method of using short reach interfaces
and separate WDM transponders is adopted. The normalized cost values for OTN
layer equipment are shown in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Normalized cost for OTN layer equipments.
OTN EXC basic nodes
Capacity Number of slots (slot capacity = 40
Gbits/s)
Cost
640 Gbits/s 16 slots 13.33
OTN EXC line cards
Interface type Number of slots occupied (slot capacity
= 40 Gbits/s)
Cost
Gray interface STM-16/ODU1,
SR (1310 nm, 2 km reach)
1/16 slot 0.25
3.2.4.3 Cost model for WDM layer
In the WDM layer, transponders, muxponders, WDM multiplexer/demultiplexer ter-
minals, optical ampliers, regenerators as well as OADM are used in a classical WDM
transmission link to achieve transparent optical switching. The capability of each
component in a WDM link is declared in Sec. II.B. In our cost model, we assume
that the bandwidth of each sub-wavelength in the WDM link is 10 Gbps, and each
link has 40 sub-wavelength channels. In addition, we assume that the optical reach
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is 750 km. The normalized cost values for related WDM layer components are listed
in Table 3.3. The parameter N in the table is the WDM node degree, for which
2 < N  5.
Table 3.3: Normalized cost for WDM layer equipments.
Component type Cost
WDM transponders
10G, LH (750 km reach) 1.00
WDM muxponders
10G muxponder (2.5G4), LH (750 km) 1.17
Regenerators (3R)
10G, LH(750 km reach) 1.40
Optical Line Amplier (OLA)
OLA, LH(80 km reach) 1.92
WDM terminals, including booster/receiver amplier
40 channel, (LH) 4.17
OADM, including internal amplication stages
Fixed OADM, 50%, 40 channel system 3.35
OXC, including internal amplication stages
OXC, N degree, 100%, 40 channel system 8.33N+2.5
As we know that the cost of a component at a specic time needs to be derived
using a method that also considers the price variation over time and takes current
market into account [24]. A method to model the price variation is described in [85].
The cost values we used in this chapter could be changed in the future.
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3.3 MILP Formulation for Optimal Joint Resource Allocation
MILP formulations are developed to complete the optimal joint resource allocation
for the requests. Three types of inputs are oered for the MILP formulations. Firstly,
the resource modeling contains network topology which indicates the node and link
information, and the resource information on each node/link. Secondly, the requests
from tenants include submitted jobs which indicate budget, start/nish time and
other requirement information. Thirdly, the current trac in the network contains
the information of the current resources consumption on each node and link. In the
following, we will discuss the inputs, the constraints and related parameters dened
in the MILP formulations.
3.3.1 Inputs of the Model
The resource modeling input involves the multi-layer network architecture, the pro-
cessor and storage resources on the IP/MPLS layer nodes as well as the band-
width resource on WDM layer links. In the IP-over-OTN-over-WDM multi-layer
network, node/link information of corresponding layer is given. IP/MPLS layer:
Nodei = (ni; P
ni ; Dni ; cpni ; cdni ; ni); OTN layer: Nodeo = (no; 
no); WDM layer:
Nodew = (nw; OT
nw ; cotnw ; nw) and Linkw = (lw; src
lw ; deslw ; Lenlw ; cllw ; Blw ; cblw).
We also calculate the shortest path for every pair of nodes in the topology in the
pre-processing, and set these shortest paths as one of the inputs. Path = (psrc; pdes;
links on path; linknum on path), in which psrc; pdes represent the start/end node of
the path; links on path is a set of links that consist the current path; linknum on path
represents how many links are on this path.
The request input involves the jobs submitted by users and the tasks that form a
job, noted as Job = (j; ST imej; FT imej; Budj) and Task = (t; j; tST ime
t
j; tFT ime
t
j;
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RP sjt; RD
s
jt; ROT
s
jt; RB
s
jt; CID; PID).
The current trac inputs consist of the current trac on nodes and links in
the related layer. For IP layer: currNodei = (ni; s; oP
s
ni
; oDsni). For WDM layer:
currNodew = (nw; s; oOT
s
nw) and currLinkw = (lw; s; oB
s
lw
).
The detailed parameter information for the inputs described above are listed in
the Table 3.4. In addition, other related notations and variables we used in the MILP
formulations, are listed in Table 3.5 and 3.6.
Table 3.4: Parameters for Inputs
P ni ; Dni ; OT nw ; Blw processor, storage, transponder, bandwidth resource ca-
pacities on the nodes and links in the corresponding
layer
cpni ; cdni ; cotnw unit cost of processor, storage and transponder resource
on the nodes in the corresponding layer
cllw link cost per mile which integrates the OA, muxpon-
der.regenerator cost
cblw the unit cost of bandwidth
srclw ; deslw source and destination node of link lw
Lenlw WDM link length measured by mileage
ni ; no ; nw unit cost of IP/MPLS, OTN, WDM node terminals
STimej; FT imej start/nish time of job j
Budj executing budget of job j
tST imetj; tFT ime
t
j start, nish time of task t in job j
RP sjt; RD
s
jt; ROT
s
jt;
RBsjt
required amount of processor, storage, transponder,
bandwidth resources by task t in job j
CID; PID the child/parent task of task t
oP sni ; oD
s
ni
; oOT snw ;
oBslw
occupied processor, storage, transponder, bandwidth re-
sources on the nodes and links in the corresponding layer
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Table 3.5: Other Constant Parameters
J set of jobs, j 2 J
Tj set of tasks that belongs to job j, t 2 Tj
Ni set of IP/MPLS layer nodes in the network topology, ni 2 Ni
No set of OTN layer nodes in the network topology, no 2 No
Nw set of WDM layer nodes in the network topology, nw 2 Nw
Lw set of WDM layer links, lw 2 Lw
s one time slot
S an executing cycle, consisting of certain number of time slots, indicated
by scheduler
Table 3.6: Variables
Depjik binary parameter, equals to 1 if task k is dependent on
task i, both are belonged to job j; 0 otherwise
Xsj(i;k) the number of mapped transponders between parent
task i and its child task k of job j in time slot s
Capj total CapEx for executing job j
CIPj ; C
OTN
j ; C
WDM
j the CapEx in IP layer, OTN layer and WDM layer for
job j
Dropj binary parameter, equals to 1 if job j cannot be sched-
uled; zero otherwise
F nijt ; F
no
jt ; F
nw
jt binary parameter, equals to 1 if task t of job j are as-
signed node ni, no and nw in the corresponding layer; 0
otherwise
P lws(t;k)j binary parameter, equals to 1 if link lw on the path from
task t to k of job j in time slot s; 0 otherwise
3.3.2 Objective and Constraints
The objective from the Cloud provider's point of view is to minimize the total CapEx
cost for providers to execute all submitted requests that can be scheduled in the
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Cloud environment with the transparent IP-over-OTN-over-WDM multi-layer net-
work architecture. This is a way, as a result, for the providers to reach the target of
maximizing the total prot.
Objective:
Minimize
X
j2J
Capj (3.1)
Capj = C
IP
j + C
OTN
j + C
WDM
j (3.2)
CIPj =
X
t2Tj ;ni2Ni
F nijt RP sjt  cpni Durtj (3.3)
+
X
t2Tj ;ni2Ni
F nijt RDsjt  cdni Durtj
+
X
t2Tj ;ni2Ni
ni Durtj  F nijt
COTNj =
X
t2Tj ;no2No
no Durtj  F nojt (3.4)
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CWDMj =
X
t2Tj ;nw2Nw
F nwjt ROT sjt  cotnw Durtj (3.5)
+
X
i;k2Tj ;nw2Nw
F nwjk Xsj(i;k)  cotnw Durij
+
X
k;t2Tj ;lw2Lw
Lenlw  cllw  P lws(t;k)j Durtj
+
X
t2Tj ;t6=t:CID;lw2Lw
P lws(t;k)j RBsjt  cblw Durtj
+
X
t2Tj ;t=t:CID;lw2Lw
RBsjt  cbegress Durtj
+
X
t2Tj ;nw2Nw
nw Durtj  F nwjt
where 8j 2 J;Durtj = tFT imetj   tST imetj + 1.
Time Constraints:
tFT imetj  S;8j 2 J; t 2 Tj: (3.6)
FTimej   STimej + 1 > 0;8j 2 J: (3.7)
Resource Assignment Constraints:
X
ni2Ni
F nijt = 1; 8j 2 J; t 2 Tj (3.8)
X
no2No
F nojt = 1; 8j 2 J; t 2 Tj (3.9)
X
nw2Nw
F nwjt = 1; 8j 2 J; t 2 Tj (3.10)
Transponder Mapping Constraints:
Xsj(i;k) = ROT
s
ji; 8i; k 2 Tj; j 2 J;mw 2 Nw; s 2 [tST imeij; tFT imeij] (3.11)
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Resource Capacity Constraints:
X
j2J;t2Tj
RP sjt  F nijt  P ni   oP sni (3.12)
X
j2J;t2Tj
RDsjt  F nijt  Dni   oDsni (3.13)
X
j2J;t2Tj
ROT sjt  F nwjt +
X
j2J;i;k2Tj ;i 6=k
Xsj(i;k)  F nwjk  OT nw   oOT snw (3.14)
X
j2J;t;k2Tj
RBsjt  P lws(t;k)j  Blw   oBslw (3.15)
where 8ni 2 Ni; nw 2 Nw; lw 2 Lw; s 2 S:
Budget Constraints:
Ej  Budj; 8j 2 J (3.16)
Equation 5.2 states that the total CapEx consists of the CapEx in IP/MPLS layer,
OTN layer and WDM layer. Equation 5.3 states that the IP/MPLS layer CapEx
includes the costs of processor, storage resources and IP node terminals. Equation
5.4 states that the OTN layer CapEx involves the capital cost of OTN node terminals
in the transmission path. Equation 5.5 states that the WDM layer CapEx includes
the costs of required optical transponders, mapped optical transponders, bandwidth
resource, physical links, and WDM node terminals in the transmission path. Equation
5.13 ensures that each task should complete the execution before the end of the
execution cycle. Equation 5.14 guarantees that each job execution time is greater than
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zero. Equations 3.8{3.10 guarantee that each task is assigned the required resources
by the resource allocator from the same node in each layer. Equation 3.11 guarantees
that in the WDM layer the mapped transponder of parent task i will be allocated
from the node selected by i's child task k for the whole task i's duration. Equations
3.12{3.15 guarantee that in each time slot s, the cumulative occupied resources by
jobs cannot exceed the corresponding available resource capacity on each node/link
in the corresponding layer. Equation 3.16 bounds the total payment of each job to
the budget given by users.
The MILP formulations can be solved with IBM CPLEX optimization software
[86], from which an optimal joint resource scheduling solution is reached for the
consumers and Cloud providers. However solving the MILP is a time consuming
task, so we develop heuristics to solve the problem as described below.
3.4 Heuristics for Optimal Joint Resource Allocation
Our time-ecient heuristic algorithms solve the joint resource scheduling problem in
the Grid/Cloud environment. Given a series of submitted requests, Cloud resource
information, and current trac in the Cloud network, the target of the resource
allocator is to complete the optimal resource allocation according to the objectives.
To complete such a resource co-allocation for the submitted jobs, we need to consider
the job scheduling rst, and then realize the resource allocations in the Cloud network
for each job.
3.4.1 Job Scheduling
The jobs collected by the resource allocator are scheduled sequentially. Dierent
scheduling orders of the jobs may aect the optimized solution. To investigate the
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eect of job scheduling on optimal joint resource allocation, we carry out the experi-
ments with several scheduling policies.
 First come rst serve (FCFS). Jobs are scheduled according to their arrival
order.
 Shortest job execution time rst (STF). The job which occupies the resources
for a shorter time is scheduled rst.
 Random schedule (Random). Submitted jobs in the queue are scheduled in a
random order.
 Early start time job rst (ESTF). The job which starts executing earlier is
scheduled rst.
 Simple job structure rst (SSF). The job consisting of fewer sub-tasks is seen
as having a simple job structure, and is scheduled rst.
3.4.2 Resource Co-allocation
To achieve the target of achieving optimal resource allocation for each job, two heuris-
tics are proposed in this chapter.
3.4.2.1 Best-Fit Heuristic
The Best-Fit heuristic we proposed is a greedy algorithm. The basic idea of Best-Fit
is to choose the node with available resources and with lowest resource unit cost for
each task in a job. In addition, we would like to allocate resources for tasks of a job
from one node or several nodes that are near from each other, to reduce the network
cost as much as possible. Based on these ideas the Best-Fit heuristic comprises of
two steps: the allocation for computational resources and that of network resources.
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For each task in a job, the data center nodes which have available resources to assign
processor, storage and transponder resources and have the lowest resource unit cost
are selected rst. Then, with the chosen nodes for each task, paths between related
nodes are set up to allocate bandwidth for data transmission between tasks. Each
pair of transponders is used for setting up one sub-wavelength route on the path.
The dependency between tasks of a job must be considered as well when allocating
resources for them, so that a child task cannot be allocated before the completion of
its parent task. The Best-Fit heuristic is shown in Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2.
In the line 5 of Algorithm 2, we adopt Dijkstra's algorithm to nd the pair of
shortest paths, which has the time complexity of O(N2w). The time complexity of
Algorithm 2 is O(JT 2N2w). Thus the total time complexity of Best-Fit heuristic is
O(J(T 2N2w + T (Ni +Nw))).
3.4.2.2 Tabu Search Based Heuristic
Tabu-search is a \high-level" meta-heuristic procedure for solving optimization prob-
lems, designed to guide other methods to escape the trap of local optimality [87], and
has been applied to solve resource allocation and other optimization problems. In the
proposed Best-Fit algorithm, it is obviously that an optimal solution will be found
for a small set of input jobs. For the larger set of input jobs, it will lead to quite high
total cost for the latter scheduled jobs in the set since data center nodes with lower
resource unit cost have no resource available. In this case, we try to develop Tabu
search based method to solve our optimization problem with the hope of obtaining
better solutions and improving the trac blocking rate for the submitted requests.
Based on the study of basic idea of Tabu search, we need to pay attention to several
key points in the design of the Tabu search based heuristic, such as initial solution,
neighborhoods generation, aspiration satisfaction and termination condition. The
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Algorithm 1 Best-Fit Algorithm
Input and Initializations:
Topology information
Current tracs on node/link in each layer
J = j1; j2; :::; jM ; //set of jobs
Tj = t1; :::; tk, j 2 J ; //set of tasks belong to job j
Capj = 0; //initial cost is 0
Output:
Minimize Capj, 8j 2 J .
1: update current available resources in the network;
2: Determine jobs scheduling order according to methods: FCFS, STF, Random,
ESTF, SSF;
3: for j = 0; j < J , j ++ do
4: //computational resources allocation for tasks of job j
5: for t = 0; t < Tj; t++ do
6: if t has parent then
7: if parent is done then
8: for ni = 0; nw = 0; ni < Ni; nw < Nw; ni ++; nw ++ do
9: Check resources on IP and WDM layer node for t with minimum cost;
10: end for
11: if no node available for t then
12: Dropj = 1, go to next job;
13: else
14: Update resource on selected node ni; nw;
15: Update nal minimum cost for t, next task;
16: end if
17: else
18: Wait for parent task is done;
19: end if
20: else
21: Use same resource allocation step as above;
22: end if
23: end for
24: if Dropj = 0 then
25: Bandwidth resource allocation for current job
26: end if
27: Update total expense Capj of current job j;
28: end for
29: return Capj;
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Algorithm 2 Bandwidth resource allocation
1: for j = 0; j < J , j ++ do
2: for t = 0; t < Tj;t++ do
3: for k = 0; k < Tj; k ++ do
4: if t is the parent of k then
5: Find shortest path from t to k;
6: if bandwidth available on the path then
7: Assign bandwidth for t;
8: Update bandwidth resource of every link on path;
9: Compute bandwidth expense for task t;
10: end if
11: end if
12: end for
13: end for
14: Compute C linkj ;
15: end for
pseudo code of the proposed Tabu search based heuristic is shown in Algorithm 3.
In the Tabu search based heuristic, the procedure of generating solution pool (line 5
in Algorithm 3) is similar with the Best-Fit heuristic. The time complexity of Tabu
search heuristic is O(J(T 2N2w+T (Ni+Nw))+K), where K is the loop count indicated
in the Tabu search termination condition.
3.5 Experimental Results and Analysis
The experiments of our joint resource scheduling problem for both the MILP model
and heuristics are carried out with several network topologies. For the MILP models,
the IBM OPL CPLEX Optimization Studio is adopted to complete the experiments.
The optimized solutions are acquired (when possible) using OPL Optimization rst
and will be compared with the solutions acquired using heuristic methods. The
experiments are carried out respectively on a simple 6-node mesh topology as shown
in Fig. 3.5 and a 20-node topology of GCE data center locations as shown in Fig.
3.6.
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Algorithm 3 Tabu Search Based Algorithm
Input and Initializations:
Topology information
Current trac on node/link in each layer
J = j1; j2; :::; jM ;//Input job requests
Tj = t1; :::; tk, j 2 J ; //set of tasks belong to job j
Capj = 0; //initial job cost is 0
Output:
Minimize
P
j2J Capj, 8j 2 J .
1: Update current available resources in the network;
2: Select job scheduling policy from: FCFS, STF, Random, ESTF, SSF;
3: InitialSol := solution by Best-Fit algorithm;
4: OptSol := InitialSol; //set optimal solution
5: Generate solutions pool;
6: Set Tabulist;
7: push OptSol into Tabulist;
8: while not-termination conditions do
9: Random move to generate neighbor solution: Neighbor;
10: if Neighbor 2 Tabulist then
11: Move operation, generate new neighbor;
12: else
13: CurrSol := Neighbor; //set current solution
14: if CurrSol < OptSol then
15: OptSol := CurrSol;
16: if Tabulist is full then
17: Pop out the oldest element in the list;
18: Push OptSol into Tabulist;
19: Update Tabulist;
20: Continue; //move on search
21: else
22: Push OptSol into Tabulist;
23: Update Tabulist;
24: Continue;
25: end if
26: else
27: Move operation, generate new neighbor;
28: end if
29: end if
30: end while
31: Return OptSol;
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Figure 3.5: The 6-node mesh topology.
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Figure 3.6: GCE data center distribution topology constructed from public informa-
tion on data center locations.
The optimal solutions for our problem can be generated by solving the MILP
formulations with the CPLEX Optimization software. However, the problem solving
process using CPLEX is time consuming particularly with the increasing size of the
tested network topology and submitted requests. In our experiment, it takes more
than one hour to solve the optimal resource allocation for 40 input jobs on a 6-node
network topology. Hence we only use the proposed heuristic methods to conduct the
experiments for the larger 20-node GCE topology.
We rst test the OPL model and proposed Best-Fit, Tabu search heuristics on the
6-node network topology to verify the consistency of MILP and heuristic solutions.
Table 3.7 compares the CapEx obtained by OPL, Best-Fit heuristic and Tabu search
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Figure 3.7: CapEx comparison for 10 input jobs on GCE topology.
based heuristic on a 6-node network topology when given dierent submissions. The
data in the table show that the solutions generated by Best-Fit and Tabu search
heuristics are the same when given dierent number of requests under dierent job
scheduling policies on a 6-node network topology. In addition, the comparison shows
that the solutions of both heuristics are very close to the optimal solutions obtained
by OPL. For the GCE topology, the total CapEx obtained by Tabu search is better
than that of the Best-Fit method under dierent job scheduling policies as shown in
Fig. 3.7, but the improvement is not so signicant. Table 3.8 compares the running
time of OPL, Best-Fit and Tabu search methods with dierent number of submissions
on the same topology. For each heuristic, we use the average running time of all tested
job scheduling policies. The comparison indicates that the heuristics are much more
time-ecient than the OPL method while generating the optimal solutions as the
OPL. Thus our analysis conducted on a larger GCE topology will be carried out
using only the heuristics.
We observe the total CapEx obtained by Best-Fit and Tabu search based methods
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Table 3.7
CapEx (103) comparisons between OPL and two proposed heuristics with dierent
job scheduling policies on a 6-node topology.
J OPL
Both Best-Fit & Tabu search
FCFS STF Random ESTF SSF
5 0:778 0:778 0:778 0:778 0:778 0:778
10 1:679 1:682 1:683 1:681 1:681 1:683
20 2:717 2:723 2:725 2:721 2:722 2:721
30 3:602 3:642 3:611 3:609 3:643 3:605
40 4:543 4:608 4:567 4:546 4:609 4:556
Table 3.8
Running time (seconds) comparisons between OPL and two proposed heuristics
with dierent job scheduling policies on a 6-node topology.
J OPL Best-Fit Tabu search
5 1:502 102 0:000 0:000
10 1:192 103 0:000 0:000
20 1:941 103 0:000 0:050
30 3:001 103 0:005 0:660
40 4:631 103 0:020 1:080
under dierent job scheduling policies on the GCE topology. We found that when the
size of input sets increasing (larger than 40), the Best-Fit and Tabu search methods
under FCFS and Random job scheduling policies can acquire lower CapEx compared
to other job scheduling policies.
With the increase in trac load, the Cloud network topologies with limited re-
sources cannot satisfy all of the jobs' requirements. Thus some jobs will be blocked
due to lack of resources. The blocking rate we dened here is BR =
P
Dropj=J ,
which is the number of blocked jobs divided by the total number of input jobs. In our
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problem, we suppose that the dependent tasks automatically block when their parents
are blocked. So the whole job that consists of these tasks will be blocked. We investi-
gate the variations of the blocking rate for dierent input trac load under dierent
job scheduling policies on the GCE topology. Figures 3.8 and 3.9 correspondingly
show the blocking rate variations when employing Best-Fit and Tabu search methods
to acquire the optimal solutions. We can observe that when the number of submit-
ted requests is less than 150, Tabu search has a lower blocking rate than Best-Fit
under any job scheduling policy. When the number of submitted requests continues
to increase, the blocking rates obtained by Tabu search and Best-Fit are same under
any job scheduling policy except the SSF job scheduling policy. The blocking rate
of Tabu search is 35.3% lower than that of Best-Fit under SSF job scheduling policy
when the number of input jobs is 250. In general, the blocking rates for Best-Fit
method under FCFS and Random job scheduling policies are relatively less than that
under other job scheduling policies; the blocking rates for Tabu search method under
FCFS, Random and SSF policies are relatively lower. The heuristics with FCFS and
Random job scheduling perform better and more reliably than others with dierent
inputs. In addition, we compare the blocking rates of Best-Fit and Tabu search under
the same job scheduling policy, and discover that Tabu search performs better than
Best-Fit when the number of input jobs is smaller (e.g., less than 150), but performs
the same when the number of input jobs is larger (e.g., more than 150).
Furthermore, for the same input data size (i.e., number of input jobs), dierent
data sets are used to test the blocking rate of the two heuristics in our experiment.
Figure 3.10 compares the blocking rate of Best-Fit and Tabu search heuristics for
several dierent input data sets where each set consists of 150 dierent input jobs.
The error bars in the gure indicate the 95% condence interval for the average
with the tested input data sets. We can see from Fig. 3.10 that under dierent job
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Figure 3.8
Variation of BR of Best-Fit heuristic on GCE topology.
scheduling policies, for dierent input sets of the same size, the average blocking rates
of Tabu search are lower than those of Best-Fit. This result illustrates our conclusion
above that Tabu search performs better in terms of blocking rate than the Best-Fit
method when the number of input jobs is smaller.
To observe the eects on the total CapEx and blocking rate for two heuristics
under dierent job scheduling policies when the cost model changes, we adopt a new
multi-layer network cost model [24] to carry out more experiments on both 6-node and
GCE topologies. Similar results are obtained compared with the results we obtained
above. With the updated cost model, both heuristics deliver the solutions that are
quite close to the optimal solutions by OPL in terms of total CapEx. In addition, both
Best-Fit and Tabu search based heuristics under FCFS and Random job scheduling
policies can acquire lower CapEx compared to other job scheduling policies when the
size of inputs is larger than 40. The blocking rates of the two heuristics under FCFS
and Random job scheduling policies are relatively less than those under other job
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Variation of BR of Tabu search heuristic on GCE topology.
scheduling policies with dierent size of inputs. To sum up, our resource allocation
model works well for the updated cost models.
3.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we develop the MILP models and propose the Best-Fit and Tabu-
search-based heuristics with several distinct job scheduling methods to solve the
bandwidth-guaranteed optimal joint resource scheduling problem in the Grid/Cloud
environment. To oer reliable network bandwidth resource for the Cloud users to
transmit data between data centers, the IP-over-OTN-over-WDM multi-layer optical
network architecture is introduced to reserve the wavelengths along the constructed
optical circuits. We investigate the optimal joint resource allocation problem from
the Cloud provider's point of view to minimize the total CapEx for resource alloca-
tion. Both MILP and heuristics work well to solve the problem, except that MILP is
time consuming. In our study we observe that Tabu search method can obtain the
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Average blocking rate comparison with the input size of 150 jobs on GCE topology.
solutions which are much closer to the optimal solutions by MILP, with less CapEx
than that of Best-Fit method. In the blocking rate aspect, we discover that Tabu
search has a lower blocking rate than Best-Fit when the number of submitted jobs is
less than 150 under any job scheduling policy, while the blocking rates of Tabu search
are the same as those of Best-Fit when the number of submitted jobs increases under
most of the job scheduling policies.
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Chapter 4
User's Viewpoint: Budget-optimized network-aware joint resource alloca-
tion in Grids/Clouds over optical networks
4.1 Introduction
The Grid/Cloud computing network model allows resources to be supplied according
to users' requirements which could lead to overall cost reduction [88]. Solving resource
allocation problems remains a very important topic in the area of Grid/Cloud com-
puting. The challenges for resource allocation in Grids/Clouds mainly include several
aspects: resource modeling, resource selection and optimization, resource oering and
treatment, resource discovery and monitoring [2]. Thus developing solutions to cope
with resource allocation challenges is an important topic in the eld of Grid/Cloud
computing. For resource selection and optimization, which is one of the four chal-
lenges, the provider needs to fulll all requirements and optimize the usage of the
infrastructure when given the information of resource availability in Grids/Clouds.
A lot of studies have been carried out on the resource allocation for Grid/Cloud
networks with dierent emphasis. However, some studies only target the computing
resource allocation or merely network resource allocation in Grids/Clouds environ-
ment. From a practical aspect, users are oered infrastructure services from data
centers in a Grid/Cloud network to complete their computing intensive tasks, and
they might also have requirements for data transmission between the executing tasks
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that distributed in the Grid/Cloud networks. Optical networks are widely used for
inter-data center and intra-data center communication. This situation leads to the
challenge of considering network-aware joint resource allocation in Grid/Cloud optical
networks.
In the eld of Grid computing networks, the Open Science Grid (OSG) provides
distributed computing resources to users to meet their needs of research and academic
communities at all scales [8]. To maintain and improve distributed high throughput
computing services, managing resources responsibly and eciently becomes an es-
sential task. HTCondor [10] is a specialized management system in Grid computing
networks that provides a job queuing mechanism, scheduling policy, resource mon-
itoring and resource management. HTCondor system picks a submitted job in the
queue, checks the requirements of computing resources by the job and processes the
resource allocation for the job (e.g., checks if there are enough resources in Grid to
be allocated, updates the resource status in Grid). HTCondor involves many of the
emerging Grid and Cloud-based computing methodologies and protocols. However
HTCondor does not deal with the network resource allocation. The task of integrating
network resource management with current HTCondor system is in progress [26].
In Cloud computing networks, as we know, the IaaS consumers are oered a wide
diversity of Cloud resources from multiple, distributed Cloud providers, such as Ama-
zon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) [12] and Google Compute Engine (GCE) [13] at
distinct hourly cost rates. Customers pay for the resources they need under the \pay-
as-you-go" model in current Cloud computing network business model. Therefore
from the customer's perspective, what they want intuitively is to obtain resources
from the Cloud for their jobs at low rental cost. So how to realize the resource al-
location for users under given conditions is what we need to solve. In the related
eld of Grid [39] computing, investigations such as [40] [43] have been carried out on
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resource allocation or task scheduling based on distinct requirements or objectives.
In the eld of Cloud computing, the studies in [45] and [46] propose some solu-
tions for the resource allocation problem which focused on the management of data
centers. The study in [45] uses Lyapunov optimization technique to design an on-line
admission control, routing, and resource allocation algorithm for a virtualized data
center. And the study in [46] proposes an ecient dynamic task scheduling scheme
for virtualized data centers. The virtual machine (VM) allocation is a challenging
sub-problem as well. The work in [47] investigates the dynamic VM provisioning
and allocation problem for the auction-based model. An integer program is formu-
lated and truthful greedy and optimal mechanisms are designed for the problem. The
proposed mechanisms achieve promising results in terms of revenue for the Cloud
provider.
In this chapter, we focus on the network-aware resource selection and optimization
problem in the Cloud network from the customer's perspective: minimize the total
rental cost (budget) for each user to obtain their required resources. The job collector
in our joint resource allocation simulator collects all the submitted jobs from users
rst. Then the resource allocator who has a whole view of all the resources in the
Cloud will allocate required resources for the collected jobs and update the available
resources in the Cloud, as shown in Figure 4.1. The resource allocation simulator
can be invoked for multiple rounds, and in each round it deals with the resource
allocation for a batch of jobs. Given the inputs for the resource allocation problem,
the scheduler needs to realize reasonable resource allocation for as many consumers
as possible with minimum budget for each user, of course, within the capability of
Cloud resources. Due to the emergence of cloud computing and various cloud ser-
vices which are remote and geographically distributed, data centers interconnected
by optical networks have attracted much attention of network operators and service
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providers [89]. Optical wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) light paths in the
form of \lambda service" oer guaranteed bandwidth connectivity for applications
across the Cloud. Scheduling of optical layer resource reservation is an active area
of study [90] [91]. Nowadays, the trac is growing so fast in the Cloud environment
and more and more data intensive applications need to transmit a large amount of
data. In this case, there is a need for the Cloud provider to oer high bandwidth
for data transmission for such applications, with the purpose of reducing data trans-
mission delay or increasing the reliability. For example, On-demand Secure Circuits
and Advance Reservation System (OSCARS) has been implemented and deployed
on ESnet to provide multi-domain, high-bandwidth virtual circuits that guarantee
end-to-end network data transfer performance [92]. Thus we consider utilizing the
optical network to provide guaranteed network bandwidth in the Cloud environment
according to customers' requirements. In our problem we investigate the wavelength
reservation in optical networks to complete the bandwidth resource allocation for the
jobs that need high bandwidth to transmit data, such as scientic projects running
in the Grid/Cloud environment [93]. Jobs require guaranteed bandwidth service that
can be provided, for example, by provisioning a distinct wavelength(s) connection
from end-to-end. Thus to deal with the network-aware joint resource allocation, we
consider optical circuits and reserve wavelengths to complete the bandwidth resource
allocation for the jobs. A Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) model with
the linear constraints is constructed and two polynomial time heuristics (Best-t and
Tabu Search based heuristics) are proposed to obtain the optimal solutions for the
problem.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 presents the model
of the joint resource allocation problem including the optical network model and
cost model. Section 4.3 shows the MILP formulations of this problem. Section 4.4
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The resource allocation simulator.
describes the corresponding optimal heuristics. Section 4.5 evaluates the performance
of MILP formulations and heuristics on two topologies. Section 4.6 concludes this
chapter.
4.2 Problem Modeling
The work in this chapter, dierent from other works, rst designs a new resource
allocation model which combines computation resources and network resources to-
gether. Second, submitted jobs that are modeled as directed multi-stage graphs with
single source/destination node are considered in this chapter and these bring more
constraints for the joint resource allocation problem. Each job consists of a number
of sequential tasks or parallel tasks or both. The adopted job structures are reason-
able in practical Clouds, since when a user submits a job to the Cloud computing
network, the job may contains several tasks which can be executed in parallel or must
be executed sequentially. Third, we introduce the temporal parameters for our Cloud
resource allocation problem. Fourth, the optical network is adopted to provide guar-
anteed bandwidth for users by reserving wavelengths along the established optical
paths. The joint resource scheduling model proposed by us uses budget minimized
resource allocation. The objective of our model is to minimize the budget (total
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rental cost) for each user to obtain enough resources for executing their submitted
jobs, while allowing the Cloud providers to accept as many job requests from users
as possible.
4.2.1 Problem Description
In a Cloud network, a large amount of resources including computing resources are
distributed among the various physical hosts or VMs. How to allocate available
computing resources (processor, storage) and network resources (optical transponder
(OT), wavelength and physical links such as optical bers) in WDM layer of network
to the submitted jobs properly to make sure each user incurs the minimum rental
cost is the problem that we investigate.
A user submits a single job which consists of several tasks to the scheduler in the
Cloud computing networks. The job needs to obtain a certain amount of processor
and storage resources for execution and a certain amount of network bandwidth for
data transmission between related tasks with minimum rental cost.
4.2.2 Problem Assumptions
To simplify our model and also to keep it reasonable for realistic joint resource allo-
cation in Cloud computing networks, we make the following assumptions.
 A node in the topology stands for a data center. Each node has potentially,
dierent processor and storage capacities. Each link in the topology is bi-
directional.
 Jobs arrive one by one and are collected by the resource allocator rst, then the
allocator will process them together (batch processing).
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 Execution cycle, noted as Smax, is slotted into 24 time slots. Each time slot is
1 hour, noted as s. Jobs should be completed within one execution cycle.
 We know that Grid computing tasks are often broken down into multiple sub-
tasks and connected using a directed acyclic graph (DAG) to form a grid work
ow [94]. So in our work here, we suppose a job consists of one or multiple
dependent/independent tasks. Independent tasks in one job can be executed in
parallel, while dependent tasks must be executed sequentially. A job structure
can be modeled as a directed multi-stage graph with a single source/destination
node (a DAG), as shown in Fig. 4.2, similar with the structures we used in our
previous work [33].
 The required processor and storage resources by each task, must be allocated
from the same data center node.
 The network bandwidth is reserved for the whole task execution duration to
guarantee the real time transmission of the generated intermediate data.
 Occupied resources will be released once the execution of a task is completed.
t0
t1 t2 t3
t4
t0
t1
t2
t0
t3
t1
t4
t5
j1
j2 j3
t2
Figure 4.2
Job structure { directed multi-stage graph.
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4.2.3 Optical Network Model
To guarantee the bandwidth for the network resource reservation, there is a need to
setup an optical circuit in the WDM layer of the network and allocate bandwidth to
the user. In our problem, each pair of OTs is used as the two ends of an optical circuit
established to transmit optical signals. The optical ber links in the network topology
are bi-directional as described above and consist of several wavelength channels at
specic bandwidth. We assume each ber link in our optical network model has
40 wavelengths and each wavelength has 10 Gbps bandwidth. Each transponder
pair is responsible for one optical path that reserves one wavelength along the path.
Note that our formulation can be easily adapted to handle higher data rates (e.g.
100 Gbps per wavelength) and various wavelength numbers on each ber link (e.g.
100 wavelengths on each ber link). The simplied optical network model in this
work does not consider the limitations due to optical signal reach and regeneration
of optical signals.
In the Cloud network, each node which owns a large amount of resources can be
seen as a data center, with its own intra-data center network. However we consider
only bandwidth reservation for trac across data centers in this work. The optical
layer network we considered in this work is the packet optical transport network.
The integrated packet optical transport network simplies the network and increases
eciency. The packet ows can be exibly delivered directly from DC to DC.
4.2.4 Price Model
All Cloud providers charge users for processor, storage and network resources includ-
ing API calls and data transfer. Our price model is based on the \pay-as-you-go"
method, in which customers pay the resource bills according to how many resources
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they use and how long they use the resources. Based on our study of Amazon EC2
and Google GCE price models [95] [96], we propose three price models (for processor,
storage and network resources). The values in the price model are parameters and
can be changed for specic cloud providers, if needed in the future.
For the processor resource price model, we introduce the concept of compute power
of each node, which can be measured by the number of cores of a single processor. We
assume that if the compute power is larger (a processor has more cores) at one node,
the processor unit price is higher. Two boundaries are proposed to divide processor
capacity into three levels as shown in Table 4.1.
For the storage resource price model, the storage resource price depends on the
storage amount which is measured in GB, on each node. The more storage resources
a node has, the less storage unit price it will have, as is shown in Table 4.2.
For the network resource price model, the network resource price is divided into
the price of OT and the price of common cost for using optical bers. In DWDM
networks, wavelength cost is usually modeled by two parts: optical OT cost and
the common cost. The common cost includes optical system device cost, ber cost,
optical amplier cost, installation cost, etc [97]. So in this work we incorporated the
cost of optical system device, such as optical amplier, into the common cost while
using optical bers. The price of common cost is modeled as price per mile of the
links. The price of OT resource depends on region and node type. We divide network
topology into three regions (US-east, US-west and US-central), in which the east
region has lowest transponder unit price followed by central region, and west has the
highest transponder unit price. Dierent node types have price variation within one
region. The key junction node which has higher trac load should maintain more
transponder resources with higher unit price. The network resource price model is
shown in Table 4.3.
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Table 4.1
Price model for processor resource
Number of cores in a processor Price/processor/time slot
0 5 $ 0.29
520 $ 0.58
20+ $ 1.16
Table 4.2
Price model for storage resource
Storage amount Price/GB/time slot
 100GB $ 0.36
100GB  1TB $ 0.18
1+ TB $ 0.09
Table 4.3
Price model for network resource
Transponder resource cost
Network region Node type Price/transponder/time slot
east region
key junction node $ 0.08
general node $ 0.02
central region
key junction node $ 0.09
general node $ 0.03
west region
key junction node $ 0.11
general node $ 0.05
Common cost: physical links
price/mileage $ 0.0001
4.3 MILP Formulation for the budget-optimized resource allocation prob-
lem
We develop an MILP mathematical model for our problem to assign resources to
the jobs submitted by users. In the MILP formulations, we have three types of
inputs: the input of resource model in terms of network topology which indicates the
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node/link information, and the resource information on each node/link; the input of
submitted jobs from consumers that contains the budget, start/nish time and other
information; the input of current trac in the Grid/Cloud from which the current
status of the resources on each node/link could be obtained. In the following we
describe the three parts of the input for this network-aware joint resource allocation
problem in detail.
4.3.1 Resource Modeling Input
In the following we describe the three parts of the input for this network-aware joint
resource allocation problem in detail.
The resource modeling inputs indicate the number of nodes/links in the network
topology and also the resources on each node/link. Node = (n; Pn; Dn; OTn; cpn; cdn;
cotn) and Link = (srcl; desl; Lenl; cll). Here srcl is the source node of current link;
desl is the destination node, the meaning of other elements is described in Table 4.5.
The demand inputs indicate the jobs submitted by users. Job = (j; ST imej; FT imej;
Budj) and the tasks of a job Task = (t; j; tST ime
t
j; tFT ime
t
j; RP
s
jt; RD
s
jt; ROT
s
jt;
CID; PID). t is the task id; j is the job id that current task belongs to; PID and
CID are the ID of the parent and child tasks of current task. The meaning of other
elements is described in Table 4.5.
The current trac inputs indicate the resources that are being used in the network.
Node status (n; sn; 
s
n; 
s
n) describes the number of occupied processor/storage/OT
resources on node n in time slot s. Link status (l; !sl ) describes the occupied wave-
length on link l in time slot s.
Some other notations we used in MILP formulation are listed in Tables 4.4, 4.5
and 4.6.
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Table 4.4
Constant Parameters
J set of jobs
Tj set of tasks that belongs to job j
N set of nodes in network topology
L set of links in network topology
s one time slot
S an executing cycle, consisting of certain number of time
slots, indicated by allocator
cl ber link rental price per mileage
cb network bandwidth price per Gb per time slot
Table 4.5
Variables
Pn; Dn; OTn number of processor/storage/transponder resources on
node n
cpn; cdn; cotn price per processor/storage/transponder unit on node n
per time slot s
Lenl length of link l
ST imej; FT imej start time/nish time of job j
tST imetj; tFT ime
t
j start time/nish time of task t in job j
Budj total budget estimated for job j
RP sjt; RD
s
jt; ROT
s
jt;
RBsjt
number of required processor/storage/transponder and
bandwidth resources by task t in job j in time slot s
sn; 
s
n; 
s
n; 
s
l current occupied processor/storage/transponder and
bandwidth resources on node n /link l in time slot s
4.3.2 Objective and Constraints of the MILP formulations
The objective of our problem is to complete the resource allocation for all jobs in the
submission set (we call it as full-t) while minimizing the total rental expenditure for
all jobs.
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Table 4.6
Decision Variables
UP nsjt ; UD
ns
jt ;
UOT nsjt ; UB
ls
jt
nally allocated processor/storage/transponder and band-
width resources to task t in job j at node n /link l in time
slot s.
Cj total cost for executing job j
Depikj binary parameter, equals 1 if task k is dependent on task i,
both are belonged to job j
Xj binary parameter, equals 1 if job j is accepted
F njt binary parameter, equals 1 if task t of job j obtains resources
on node n
Objective:
Minimize
X
j2J
Cj (4.1)
Cj =
X
t2Tj ;n2N
UP nsjt  cpn Durtj (4.2)
+
X
t2Tj ;n2N
UDnsjt  cdn Durtj
+
X
t2Tj ;n2N
UOT nsjt  cotn Durtj
+
X
l2L
Lenl  cl +
X
l2L
UBlsjt  cb
where 8j 2 J , Durtj = tFT imetj   tST imetj + 1.
Task Dependency Constraint:
Depikj = 1; 8i; k 2 Tj; j 2 J; tFT imeij  tST imekj (4.3)
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Time Constraints:
tFT imetj  S; 8j 2 J; t 2 Tj: (4.4)
Required Resource Constraints:
X
n2N
UDnsjt = RD
s
jt Xj (4.5)X
n2N
UP nsjt = RP
s
jt Xj (4.6)X
n2N
UOT nsjt = ROT
s
jt Xj (4.7)X
l2L
UBlsjt = RB
s
jt (4.8)
where 8j 2 J; t 2 Tj; s 2 [tST imetj; tFT imetj]:
X
n2N
F njt = 1;8j 2 J; t 2 Tj (4.9)
Resource Capacity Constraints:
0 
X
j2J;t2Tj
UP nsjt  Pn   sn (4.10)
0 
X
j2J;t2Tj
UDnsjt  Dn   sn (4.11)
0 
X
j2J;t2Tj
UOT nsjt  OTn   sn (4.12)
0 
X
j2J;t2Tj
UBlsjt  W   sl (4.13)
where 8n 2 N; s 2 S:
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Budget Constraints:
Cj  Budj;8j 2 J : (4.14)
Full-t Constraints:
X
j2J
Xj = jJ j (4.15)
The total expenditure of a job in the objective consists of processor cost, storage
cost and optical transponder cost for tasks, network bandwidth cost and ber link
cost for transporting data which are shown in Equation 5.2, in which Durjt is noted
as the duration of task t in job j. The objective function is subjected to the following
constraints. Equation 5.3 requires that if task k of job j is dependent on task i in the
same job, task k must execute after the execution of task i. Equation 5.4 guarantees
that each job should complete its execution in one execution cycles. Equations 4.5{
4.8 require that in the indicated time duration, a task obtains the required resources
if its job is not dropped. Equation 5.9 guarantees that a task gets resources (proces-
sor, storage, transponder) from the same node. Equations 4.10{4.13 show that the
allocated resources on each node/link in each time slot cannot exceed the amount
of the currently available resources on this node/link. In the formulations, we do
not have wavelength continuity constraints. We suppose that wavelength converter is
available on each intermediate node along the routing path so that the optical signal
can be transmitted via any available wavelength. Equation 5.14 bounds the total
expenditure of each job to the budget given by user. Equation 5.15 gives the full-t
constraint which means that all jobs in the submission set need to be satised.
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4.3.3 MILP Formulation Complexity Analysis
The number of variables can be calculated by 9NS+2L+5J+JT (2+3S+3SN+T+
N), while the number of constraints can be calculated by TJ(3S+T+1)+3(J+NS).
For a 5 jobs inputs and two topologies (10-node and GCE topologies) we investigated
in Section VI, the number of variables are 1108974 and 8767244 correspondingly, and
the number of constraints are 642377 and 5025037 (the numbers are obtained through
the IBM OPL CPLEX Optimization Studio [86] during simulations) correspondingly.
The optimal solution of the MILP model for each user can be obtained by CPLEX
optimization software. However as described in Section VI, solving the MILP is a time
consuming task.
4.4 Heuristic Algorithms
Two heuristics are developed to solve our joint resource allocation problem while
consuming less time. Given a series of submitted jobs, Cloud resource information,
and current trac situation in the Cloud network, our target is to allocate resources to
the jobs with minimal budget according to user's distinct requirements. We consider
the job scheduling rst, and then allocate resources in the Cloud network for each
job.
The resource allocator schedules the jobs in the set sequentially. However, dierent
scheduling orders of jobs may impact the nal optimized rental cost. To investigate
the eect of job scheduling on budget optimization, we investigate experiments with
several sorting policies as shown in the following, which are already described in our
work [34] and in Chapter 3.
 First come rst served (FCFS). Jobs are scheduled according to their arrival
order.
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 Shortest job execution time rst (STF). Jobs which occupies the resources for
a shorter time will be scheduled rst.
 Random schedule (Random). Submitted jobs in the queue will be scheduled in
a random order.
 Early start time job rst (ESTF). The job which starts executing earlier will be
scheduled rst.
 Simple job structure rst (SSF). The job consisting of fewer sub-tasks are seen
as having a simple job structure, and will be scheduled rst.
After the job scheduling order is xed, the resource allocation procedure needs to
be carried out by the resource allocator. We implement the Best-Fit heuristic and
Tabu search based heuristic to complete the resource allocation procedure. With the
heuristics, we also explore the scenario where jobs are blocked when required resources
are not available (Best-Fit). In such a case, the heuristics will attempt to minimize
the total budget for the accepted jobs.
A. Best-Fit Heuristic
The Best-Fit heuristic comprises of two steps: computing resource allocation and
network resource allocation. For each task in a job, we need to allocate processors,
storage and OTs from the distributed data center nodes rst. The nodes with lowest
rental cost for computing resources and transponder resources will be selected for the
tasks of a job. Then, with the selected nodes for each task, we set up paths between
related nodes to allocate bandwidth. Each optical transponder is used for setting
up one circuit and uses one wavelength on the corresponding link. When allocating
resources for tasks in a job, we need to consider the dependency between tasks as
well, so that a child task cannot be allocated resources before the completion of its
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parent task. If there are not enough resources (on each node) for some task(s) in a
job, the whole job will be blocked. The Best-Fit heuristic is shown in Algorithm 4
and Algorithm 5.
Algorithm 4 Best-Fit Heuristic
Input and Initializations:
G = (V;E);
Current trac in network;
J = j1; j2; :::; jM ; //set of jobs
Tj = t1; :::; tk, j 2 J ; //set of tasks belong to job j
Output:
minimized
P
j2J Cj
1: Select a job scheduling policy from: FCFS, STF, Random, ESTF, SSF;
2: for j 2 J do
3: //Computational resources allocation for tasks of job j
4: for t 2 Tj do
5: if t has parent then
6: if parent is done then
7: for n 2 V do
8: Find n for t with minimum resource cost;
9: end for
10: if no node available for t then
11: Block current job j, go to next job;
12: Release the allocated resources for current job;
13: else
14: Update resource on selected node n;
15: Update nal minimum cost for t, next task;
16: end if
17: else
18: Wait for parent task is done;
19: end if
20: else
21: Use same resource allocation step as above;
22: end if
23: end for
24: //bandwidth allocation for current job
25: Update total cost Cj of current job j;
26: end for
27: return
P
j2J Cj;
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Algorithm 5 Bandwidth allocation
1: for j 2 J do
2: for t 2 Tj do
3: Check t's connected adjacent task;
4: desNode = t:adjacent:selNode;
5: Compute shortest path for(t; desNode);
6: Compute path cost;
7: Update path cost for current job j;
8: end for
9: end for
B. Tabu Search Based Heuristic
The Best-Fit heuristic is a greedy method and we would like to nd a better
method to solve such optimization problems. So we propose the Tabu search based
heuristic to solve our optimization problem with the hope of obtaining solutions with
lower budget and reduce the trac blocking rate for the input demands. The basic
concept of tabu search as described by Glover (1986) is \a meta-heuristic superim-
posed on another heuristic" [87]. The overall approach is to avoid entrenchment in
cycles by forbidding or penalizing moves which take the solution, in the next iteration,
to points in the solution space previously visited. In our Tabu search based heuristic,
we use the solution obtained by Best-Fit heuristic as the initial solution, and adopt
random move to nd neighbors. The termination condition in the heuristic here is the
moving times we required. In general we require the moving times should be twice
than the number of the candidates in the solution pool, to increase the probabilities of
visiting each candidate solutions through random move [35]. The heuristic is shown
in Algorithm 6.
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Algorithm 6 Tabu Search Based Heuristic
Input and Initializations:
G = (V;E);
Current trac in network;
J = j1; j2; :::; jM ; //Input job requests
Tj = t1; :::; tk, j 2 J ; //set of tasks belong to job j
Cj = 0; //initial job cost is 0
Output: Minimize
P
j2J Cj.
1: Update current available resources in the network;
2: Select job scheduling policy from: FCFS, STF, Random, ESTF, SSF;
3: Sort the topology nodes according to resource unit cost;
4: InitialSol := solution by Best-Fit heuristic;
5: OptSol := InitialSol; //set optimal solution
6: Generate solutions pool;
7: Set Tabulist;
8: while not-terminate do
9: Random move to generate neighbor solution: Neighbor;
10: if Neighbor 2 Tabulist then
11: Move operation, generate new neighbor;
12: else
13: CurrSol := Neighbor; //set current solution
14: if CurrSol < OptSol then
15: OptSol := CurrSol;
16: Update Tabulist;
17: else
18: Move to generate new neighbor;
19: end if
20: end if
21: end while
22: Return OptSol;
4.5 Experimental Results and Analysis
The simulations are carried out on a Linux server with 16 GB memory for both MILP
model and heuristics on two topologies, which are a 10-node mesh topology (Figure
4.3) and a real 20-node GCE data center locations topology in US (available in [34]
gure 5). In addition a software tool IBM OPL CPLEX Optimization Studio is used
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to simulate the MILP model. In the experiments, each job is generated randomly and
consists of a random number of tasks (1-10). The required amount of resources of
each task is also generated randomly. Each execution cycle lasts for 24 hours, so the
start/end time of the execution of each task in within 24 hours. The size of a data
set is dened as the number of jobs in that data set. In the experiments, for every
data set size (20 jobs, 100 jobs, etc.), we randomly generate 10 groups of data sets
with the same data set size. Therefore, the total expense saving ratio and blocking
rate for each number of jobs is represented in terms of the average value of the 10
groups with 95% condence interval. The joint resource allocation results for MILP
1
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Figure 4.3
10-node Cloud network topology.
model are obtained using OPL Optimization rst. This rental cost for each job is
minimized and we show the resource allocation situation on each node of 10-node
topology with 10 input jobs in Figure 4.4. We know that each node has a dierent
amount of resource and dierent resource rental cost. From the graph we can see
that the nodes with less unit resource cost will be chosen to allocated resources to as
many users as possible, and thus the resources on these nodes have higher utilization.
The unit rental cost of processor resource is dominant in deciding the node selection
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than other two resources.
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Figure 4.4
Resource utilization and unit cost of each node using MILP method for 10-node
topology.
The CPLEX Optimization software can usually return the optimal results for our
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Figure 4.4
Resource utilization and unit cost of each node using MILP method for 10-node
topology.
problem, but it is also very time consuming. In our simulation, more than 1 hour
is needed to generate the solution for 10 input jobs on a 10-node network topology.
Hence for the larger GCE topology we report results using only our heuristic methods.
Figure 4.5 shows the optimal resource allocation results of 5 input jobs obtained using
CPLEX and Best-Fit heuristic with dierent job scheduling policies. The number in
the legend is the time used to complete joint resource scheduling for all input jobs
with corresponding method. We also compare the total expense obtained by OPL
and Best-Fit heuristic on the 10-node network topology for dierent number of input
jobs, see Table 4.7. The comparison in this table and in Figure 4.5 show that the
Best-Fit heuristic we implemented with dierent job sorting policies can complete the
resource allocation on Cloud network topology eciently and fast.
We compare the actual rental expenditure of each job with the original budget for
executing this job under dierent job scheduling policies based on best-t scheduling
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Table 4.7
Total expenditure comparison on 10-node topology
Number OPL Best-Fit
of jobs FCFS SFT Random ESTF SSF
10 271.36 287.77 296.16 291.02 285.55 290.41
20 443.88 484.5 493.49 486.58 473.47 480.09
30 620.93 654.02 665.34 657.96 648.08 648.41
40  870.179 878.021 871.387 861.88 852.223
50  1227.19 1242.57 1215.59 1229.4 1202.86
 means the CPLEX is running out of memory to generate optimal solutions
for MILP formulations.
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Expenditure comparison with 5 job inputs on 10-node topology, Best-Fit heuristic.
algorithm. We dene each user's original budget as the total money the user needs to
pay if the resources with most expensive unit price are allocated to the job submitted
by the user. The expense saving ratio of job j is dened as ESRj =
Budj Cj
Budj
. Figure
4.6 shows each user's expense saving ratio in the 10-node topology with trac load
of 5 input jobs. More tests are carried out under dierent trac loads on the 10-
node topology, and the results show that for each job submitted by one user, the
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Expense saving ratio for 5 jobs under distinct job scheduling policies on 10-node
topology, Best-Fit method.
expenditure decreases by least 30%. Especially for smaller jobs, which have simpler
job structures and less resource requirements we can achieve a higher expense saving
ratio which is nearly 70%. We also test the Best-Fit heuristic with dierent job
sorting methods on GCE topology and obtain similar results. The jobs submitted to
the scheduler can reduce their expenditure by 35%67.5%.
For the 10-node topology, with distinct input job numbers, the optimal solutions
obtained through Tabu search heuristic are as good as those obtained by Best-Fit
heuristic, and are approximate with the accurate solutions obtained by CPLEX.
Figure.4.7 compares the total expense of Tabu search and Best-Fit heuristic with
15 input jobs, under dierent job scheduling policies on the GCE topology. Here we
did not compare the results with those of CPLEX since it is very slow when solving
our problem for a larger network topology. We can see from the gure that when
the number of input jobs is 15, the Tabu search results are a little bit better than
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The total expense comparison of Best-Fit heuristic and Tabu search heuristic with
15 job inputs on GCE topology.
Best-Fit results under the SJF, ESTF, SSF job scheduling policies.
In the previous gure 4.6, we discuss the expense saving ratio for a single job, and
here we will discuss the expense saving ratio for all jobs in the input data set. For
the GCE topology, when the size of given input data sets is from 10 to 70 (input sets
have 10 to 70 jobs), the Tabu search based heuristic obtains nearly the same results
for total cost compared to the Best-Fit heuristic, so we only show the saving ratio
obtained by Tabu search results in the following gure 4.8. Figure 4.8 shows the total
expense saving ratio when given dierent number of jobs in the input data set (full-
t with no blocking) under each job scheduling policy. We can see that when given
input data set with dierent size, the total expense saving ratio is around 57%. So our
methods can reduce more than half of the original estimated budget for customers.
With the increase in trac load, Cloud network topologies with limited resources
cannot satisfy all of the job's requirements. If one or more tasks in a job cannot obtain
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The total expense saving ratio for dierent input data set size on GCE topology.
enough resources during its execution period from any data center, or a child task
starts executing before its parent task (see Best-Fit scenario description in Section
V. A), the whole job will be blocked. The blocking rate (BR) for an input set is
BR = Jblock
J
, in which Jblock is the number of blocked jobs, J is the total number of
jobs in a data set. We compare the changes in BR for dierent input trac loads
under dierent job sorting policies on the 10-node topology (shown in Figure 4.9).
From the graph we can see that when the number of input jobs is less than 70, the
blocking rate is 0 for all scheduling methods. After that, along with the increase of
the number of input jobs, the blocking rate increases. The blocking rate with ESTF
policy increases faster than others. In addition, SSF policy has a better performance
in terms of blocking rate compared to other policies. We can see from the graph that
when the input consists of 120 jobs, BR with SSF is nearly 66.7% lower than that
with ESTF.
The BR comparison on GCE topology is also carried out, which is shown in Figure
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Variation of Blocking Rate (BR) under distinct job scheduling policies on 10-node
topology, Best-Fit.
4.10. We can see from the gure that ESTF policy still results in higher BR than
other job scheduling policies, while SSF always maintains a minimum value of BR.
Therefore, compared with other job sorting policies, SSF is a better choice for Best-Fit
resource allocation heuristic.
We also examine the BR of our proposed Tabu search heuristic for the optimiza-
tion problem. The results show that, similar to Best-Fit heuristic, the Tabu search
heuristic with SSF job scheduling policy also performs much better in terms of the
BR, and has lower BR than other job scheduling policies. Figure 4.11 shows us the
BR results for various job scheduling policies for the GCE network topology with
Tabu search heuristic (Experimental results on 10-node topology are similar and we
do not include the gure here due to space limitations). We can see that the BR
under SSF is 50% better than that under ESTF when number of input jobs is 130.
In addition, the Tabu search heuristic reduces the BR signicantly compared with
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Variation of Blocking Rate (BR) under distinct job scheduling policies on GCE
topology, Best-Fit.
the Best-Fit heuristic for our problem. In Figure 4.12 we compare the BR of Best-Fit
and Tabu search heuristics under SSF job scheduling policy for the GCE topology.
The BR is reduced by 4%25% than the Best-Fit heuristic. According to the statistics
of all the simulation results, the Tabu search heuristic can reduce the BR by 4%30%
than the Best-Fit heuristic under dierent job scheduling policies.
4.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we develop an MILP model, and propose Best-Fit and Tabu search
based heuristics based on several distinct job scheduling policies to solve the opti-
mal joint resources scheduling problem in the Grid/Cloud network from the user's
point of view. For the input trac we consider dierent job structures which con-
sists of parallel or sequential tasks. We also consider the network resource allocation,
which is optical transponder allocation and bandwidth reservation for inter-data cen-
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The blocking rate of Tabu search heuristic under distinct job scheduling policies on
GCE topology.
ter communication in WDM layer of the network. The MILP model can solve our
problem with an optimal manner, but it is time consuming when the input size is
large. We can obtain an approximate optimal solution through our proposed heuristic
algorithms within a very short time. From the experimental results, we observe that
two heuristics with dierent job scheduling policies can reduce the user expense by at
least 30% of their original budget. In addition, the Best-Fit algorithm with STF and
SSF scheduling policies have a better performance on the trac blocking rate. The
trac blocking rates under both scheduling methods are 5%25% less than other
methods. In addition, the Tabu search based heuristic will equal or outperform the
Best-Fit heuristic, and both can achieve approximate optimal solutions to the corre-
sponding MILP solver results. The experimental results show that the Tabu search
based heuristic with SSF job scheduling policy blocks less trac, i.e., it has a lower
blocking rate than other job scheduling policies. In addition, the Tabu search based
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Blocking rate comparison by Best-Fit and tabu search under SSF job scheduling
policy on GCE topology.
heuristic also reduces the blocking rate by 4%30% compared with Best-Fit heuristic
under any job scheduling policy.
In this chapter, we only consider joint resource scheduling for submitted jobs dur-
ing one cycle. We will consider continuous scheduling of the input trac and the
dynamic demands in our future work. We will also consider the use of elastic op-
tical networks [98] [37] in the Cloud. In addition, we will involve the multiplexing
technology to make our work support the applications with low bandwidth require-
ments. Moreover, we will consider the intra-data center network communication for
the bandwidth-guaranteed resource allocation problem in the future.
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Chapter 5
Provisioning Virtualized Cloud Services in IP/MPLS-over-EON Networks
5.1 Introduction
Cloud computing oers computing resources to a large amount of on-demand service
applications. Customers can reserve the required resources through the infrastructure
as a service (IaaS) to complete their computing intensive tasks. In the future, cus-
tomers may not only want to reserve computing resources, such as virtual machines
(VMs) and storage, but would also want to reserve their own Cloud environment. A
new architecture proposed in [99] to support data center as a service (DCaaS) for
the future Cloud computing could satisfy such requirements from customers. DCaaS
allows customers to create their own Cloud platforms without constructing the phys-
ical DCs. The virtual data center (VDC) service which falls within IaaS enables users
to quickly access the Cloud infrastructure from a service provider such as vCloud
Suite by VMware [100], VMDC by Cisco [101], etc. A VDC consists of VMs that are
connected through virtual switches, and virtual links with certain bandwidth. With
the newly proposed DCaaS service model, customers could reserve resources from the
physical Cloud computing environment to construct their own virtual Cloud environ-
ment. The reserved virtual Cloud environment consists of geographically distributed
virtual data centers (VDCs) and backbone networks that connect these VDCs. In
this case, we may need to consider the VDC as the unit of resource allocation [72].
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The Cisco Global Cloud Index (GCI) [27] is an ongoing eort to forecast the
growth of global data center and cloud-based IP trac. GCI indicates in the forecast
and methodology report for 2013-2018 that, the global data center trac and global
Cloud trac will increase signicantly in the future years [27]. For example, the re-
port indicates that the annual global data center IP trac will reach 8.6 zettabytes by
the end of 2018, which will nearly triple over the next 5 years. In addition, the annual
global cloud IP trac will reach 6.5 zettabytes be the end of 2018, which will nearly
quadruple over the next ve years [27]. To support the large amount of trac in the
Cloud environment (within data center, data center to data center and data center to
user) and satisfy the requirement of non-blocking bisection bandwidth among servers,
huge bandwidth capacity should be provided by an ecient interconnection architec-
ture. Therefore, the networking, such as optical networking, with scalable bandwidth
capacity, low cost and low latency would be desirable [102].
In this chapter, we investigate the bandwidth guaranteed virtualized Cloud infras-
tructure provisioning (NE-VCIP) in multi-layer network architecture. As we know,
the physical Cloud infrastructure comprises the DC infrastructure (i.e., computing,
storage, and general IT resources) and the network connectivity interconnecting DCs
with each other. In our problem, a virtualized cloud infrastructure (VCI) demand sub-
mitted by a user consists of the VDC infrastructures and the virtualized network (VN)
connectivity. Each VDC is provided with required amount of computing resources.
The VNs are specied with certain amount of bandwidth for data transmission. The
bandwidth requirement is an essential addition which provides the signicant benet
of performance predictability for distributed computing [72]. The centralized con-
troller needs to map the VDCs and VN to the geographically distributed physical
DCs and backbone networks that both have enough related resources. To guarantee
the bandwidth requirements by VN, optical circuits are established. In this chap-
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ter, we consider the backbone network with IP-over-EON (elastic optical network)
architecture. So one important task for the controller is to complete the routing and
spectrum assignment (RSA) in the multi-layer network when doing VN mapping.
The elastic optical network (EON) has become a promising approach for exible
bandwidth provisioning in optical networks. EON can provide high capacity band-
width for the demands that cannot be supported well in current WDM networks. In
addition, EON allows for adaptive bandwidth provisioning for trac demands with
the use of advanced modulation formats and the bandwidth variable transponder
technologies. In this case, the exible and highly scalable bandwidth provisioning of
EON architectures is considered as a signicant approach to build eective and cost-
ecient cloud-ready transport networks [103]. Furthermore, EON is cost-eective
for both single channel and multiple channel modes, and can address the bandwidth
waste problem well [104]. Thus we plan to adopt IP/MPLS-over-EON optical net-
work architecture for our cost-optimized network-aware virtual cloud infrastructure
provisioning problem in this work.
In this chapter, we made use of the exible optical network as the backbone net-
work in the Cloud to investigate the virtual cloud resource provisioning problem.
We provided the guaranteed bandwidth through layer-1 while dealing with cloud re-
source provisioning. The objective is to minimize the total cost (CapEx and OpEx)
for resource provisioning in the cloud environment. To the best of our knowledge, it
is the rst work that investigates cost-optimized virtual cloud resource provisioning
while utilizing the IP-over-EON network architecture. In this work we further inves-
tigate the virtual cloud resource provisioning problem and the contributions are: (1)
MILP models for two scenarios are constructed and simulated; (2) to optimize the
total cost, sliceable bandwidth variable transponders (SBVT) are utilized and optical
trac grooming is considered in EON.
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The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section II, the network-ecient
virtual cloud infrastructure provisioning (NE-VCIP) problem we investigated is de-
scribed in detail. In Section III, two MILP models (Best-Fit and Full-Fit) for the
NE-VCIP problem are discussed. In Section IV, a heuristic method for the NE-VCIP
problem is discussed as well. In Section V, experiments are carried out for both MILP
models and heuristic method, and the simulation results are analyzed. Section VI
comes to the conclusion.
5.2 NE-VCIP Problem
The optimal resource provisioning in Cloud has been a challenge in the Cloud com-
puting. Various investigations have been conducted for the resource provisioning
problems in Cloud. In addition, VDC networks has been considered as a feasible alter-
native to satisfy the requirements of advanced Cloud infrastructure services. Proper
mapping of VDC resources to their physical counterparts, also known as VDC em-
bedding, can impact the revenue of cloud providers [68].
In the network-ecient virtualized cloud infrastructure provisioning (NE-VCIP)
problem, a VCI demand submitted by a customer consists of VDC infrastructures
and the virtualized network (VN) interconnecting VDCs. Each VDC requires a cer-
tain amount of computing resources (e.g. CPU and storage) and IT resources (e.g.
ports for infrastructure connections within a VDC). The VN that connects VDCs
requires a certain amount of bandwidth for data transmission. The centralized sched-
uler needs to map the VDCs and VN to the geographically distributed DCs and
backbone networks such that both have enough resources. To guarantee the band-
width requirements for the VN, optical circuits are established and the spectrums
are assigned to the demands. In this work, we consider a backbone network which
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uses an IP-over-EON architecture as shown in Fig. 5.1. At the starting point of
the data transmission path, the data trac goes across the IP/MPLS layer node to
the connected EON layer node (bandwidth-variable wavelength cross-connects (BV-
WXCs)) through bandwidth-variable transponders (BVTs). Then the data trac
travels along the light path in the EON layer, arrives at the EON layer destination
node and nally reaches the end point of IP/MPLS layer. Therefore, to perform the
VN mapping, an important task is to complete the routing and spectrum assignment
(RSA) in the multi-layer network. EON is one of the most exciting future directions
for optical networks and also an ecient and cost-eective solution for provisioning
of Cloud trac [105].
IP/MPLS 
Layer
EON Layer
IP router
BV-WXC
Amplifier
Figure 5.1
The IP/MPLS-over-EON architecture.
5.2.1 VDC mapping
For the VDC mapping, each VDC will be mapped to a physical DC which has enough
required computing resources by the VDC. We suppose that no two VDCs in a same
VCI demand will be mapped to the same physical DC (as shown in Fig. 5.2) since we
would like to avoid the scenario of a disaster at one DC aecting multiple VDCs of a
VCI demand. The geographically distributed DCs have dierent amount of resources
with dierent rental prices. We assume that the DCs in the central region of the
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Cloud network have lower rental price compared those in west/east regions, because
of the richer resources and lower construction costs.
VM
VM
VM
VM
VM
VM
VM
VDC
VDC
VDC
DC-1
DC-2
DC-3
Routing path
Figure 5.2
VCI demand mapping on the physical Cloud platform.
5.2.2 RSA in EON layer
The RSA problem in exible grid optical networks consists of both the routing decision
for trac demands and the subcarrier assignment to satisfy the requirements by the
corresponding trac demands [106]. The VN mapping in the EONs is actually a RSA
problem, which is NP -hard [107]. For the VN requirement of a demand, the central
scheduler needs to nd the path between two geographically distributed DCs that
has the lowest cost and ensure that all the ber links along this path have enough
spectrum resources. Then the scheduler assigns the related frequency slots (FSs)
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Mapped 
physical DCs
IP/MPLS 
edge router
BV-WXC
Amplifier
Transponder
Light path
Figure 5.3
Multi-layer routing in the Cloud platform.
from each ber link along the path for the demands. The required number of FSs
must be contiguous in frequency domain and temporal domain for each link on the
path. In addition, the links along the routing path must use the same FSs, which
is called spectrum continuity. In our model the required bandwidth of a virtual link
(VL) in VN is given in bit rate (Gbps). In order to estimate the number of FSs that
each VL requires, we convert the required bit rate bandwidth into frequency (GHz)
rst according to the theoretical bandwidth eciency limits for the main modulation
formats [108]. Formula F = B=M is used in the conversion. Here F is frequency; B is
bit rate;M is mod-2 value of modulation formats,M = 1; 2; 3; 4 for Binary Phase Shift
Keying (BPSK), Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK), 8 Quadrature Amplitude
Modulation (8-QAM) and 16-QAM respectively. The assumed transmission reaches
of modulation formats BPSK, QPSK, 8-QAM and 16-QAM are 5000, 3000, 1500 and
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700 km respectively [109]. Then according to the frequency grid of the EON, the
required number of FSs of a VL can be obtained. In EON, the available optical
spectrum is divided into a set of FSs of a xed ner spectrum width (frequency grid),
such as 25 GHz, 12.5 GHz and 6.25 GHz. We use 12.5 GHz as the frequency grid for
the operation of the EON in this work with a total of 320 FSs in the C-band on each
ber link.
5.2.3 Trac grooming with sliceable BVT in EON layer
In our earlier work [37], we use BVTs to provide exible light paths. An optical
channel with any spectral width and central frequency can be established by the
BVTs without strictly following the ITU-T xed grid [110]. However this kind of
BVT is non-sliceable, which means that only one optical ow can be transmitted by
the BVT. In this case, the transponder utilization is a concern. For example, if 100
Gbps BVTs are adopted in the optical network and the bandwidth requirement of
the demands are usually 25 Gbps, so 75 Gbps bandwidth of the transponder will
be wasted. To improve the transponder utilization, sliceable BVTs (SBVTs) are
adopted. S-BVT is an evolution of the BVT, which is a class of transponders able to
dynamically tune the required optical bandwidth and transmission reach by adjusting
parameters such as gross bit rate, modulation format, and shaping of optical spectrum
[111]. S-BVTs enable the generation of multiple optical ows that can be routed into
dierent media channels (a media channel is a specic portion of the optical spectrum
and an optical path through the EON between two end-points) and exibly directed
toward dierent destinations [112]. A SBVT can be sliced into multiple virtual sub-
transponders, and each pair of virtual sub-transponder (the transmitter side and
receiver side) is responsible for setting up an independent light path from the source
node to the destination node without electronic processing at the intermediate nodes
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along the light path. In this case, for the example above, if we use 100 Gbps SBVTs
in the optical network, a 25 Gbps virtual transponder can be sliced from the 100 Gbps
SBVT, and the remaining 75 Gbps can be used by other demands, which improve the
transponder utilization and increase the provisioned trac [113]. In addition, the use
of SBVTs could reduce the total number of transponders needed, thus correspondingly
reduce the total network cost. Some previous work has shown that the target cost of
400 Gbps and 1 Tbps SBVTs reduces by 50% the transponder cost in a core network
scenario [114] and the Operational expenditure savings related to stock of spare parts
can be realized by using SBVTs versus xed transponder [115].
In addition, the trac grooming process is often used to reduce the network
cost as well. The optical layer trac grooming can be realized by SBVTs. In the
optical trac grooming, multiple optical ows transmitted from dierent virtual sub-
transponders can be groomed onto one SBVT by an intermediate switching fabric,
such as bandwidth variable wavelength cross-connects (BV-WXCs) and then switched
as a single unit in the network [116]. Dierent trac grooming (electrical trac
grooming and optical trac grooming) would be conducted according to dierent
types of transponder technologies (BVT, fully sliceable BVT and partially sliceable
BVT) that are used [116]. In this work we only consider the fully sliceable BVT
(mentioned as SBVT in the following contents for short) and the trac grooming
will be implemented in optical layer (optical trac grooming). The optical trac
grooming with SBVTs in IP-over-EON networks is shown in Figure 5.4.
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(10 Gbps)
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IP router
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Figure 5.4
Optical trac grooming with SBVTs and BV-WXCs in IP-over-EON.
5.3 Mathematical Formulation
5.3.1 NE-VCIP Problem Setting
The objective of the NE-VCIP problem is to achieve the minimal cost while satisfying
the input demands.
Given:
 A physical Cloud computing infrastructure, modeled as a weighted bi-directional
graph G(V;E), V is the set of DCs with a set of computing resources and their unit
costs, E is the set of network links. Each DC is described as a tuple data center =
(DCv; Cv; Sv; Pv; v; v; v; iv; ev) with the capacity and unit cost of types of resources
in this data center, the meaning of each item in the tuple is described in Table 5.1.
Each edge in E (ber link) is described as a tuple e = (u; v; d(u;v)), which indicates the
link between DCs (u; v), and the link distance. Each ber link has a spectrum capacity
at two directions. The network in the modeled Cloud computing infrastructure is in
multi-layered;
 A VCI demand d, is modeled as a weighted undirected graph Gd(V d; Ed), in which
V d is a set of VDCs with specied computing, storage and switch port requirements,
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Ed is a set of weighted VLs that indicate the required bandwidth. Each VDC of
V d is described as a tuple VDC = (d; v0; RCv
0t
d ; RS
v0t
d ; RP
v0t
d ), in which d indicates
the demand ID and v0 indicates the VDC ID of demand d; the meaning of other
items in the tuple is described in Table 5.1. Each VL in Ed is described as a tuple
V L = (d; u0; v0; RB(u
0;v0)t
d ), in which u
0; v0 indicate the two end VDCs of current virtual
link.
 The cost for each optical amplier (OA) that to be installed in the used ber links,
the cost per km per GHz of using the optical ber, the cost of IP?MPLS and EON
nodes, and the cost for (S)BVT at each IP/MPLS node for connecting optical layer
node. All the cost will be described in the cost model in detail (Section 4.3).
 The modulation format for optical signals in EON layer.
Output:
 The mapping for the VDCs in each VCI demand to the physical DCs;
 The routing path for mapped VN with allocated FSs;
 The total cost for satisfying all demands.
Objective:
1. Minimize the total cost for satisfying all the VCI demands.
2. Maximize the total number of accepted VCI demands.
5.3.2 Network Model
In this work, we adopt the IP/MPLS-over-EON architecture for the cloud network
as shown in Figure 5.1. In the IP/MPLS-over-EON network, the intermediate node
along the routing path could be (1) a multi-layer node with both IP/MPLS and EON
capability; (2) only a EON layer node if the transmitted optical signal is not needed
to be processed by the IP/MPLS layer; (3) a patch eld that only connecting the
optical bers such as optical amplier if the transmitted optical signal is not needed
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Table 5.1
Parameters
Cv; Sv; Pv CPU, storage and switch port capacities in DC v, v 2 V
v; v; v The unit cost of CPU, storage and switch port in DC v
iv; ev The cost of IP/MPLS, EON layer terminals in DCv
b The unit cost (per Gbps) of bandwidth resource
de The distance of link e, e 2 E
STd; ETd The start and end time of demand d
V d The set of VDCs by demand d
Ed The set of VN-links by demand d
Budd The budget of demand d
RCv
0t
d ; RS
v0t
d ; RP
v0t
d The required amount of CPU, storage and switch port for
VDC v0 by demand d in time slot t, v0 2 Vd
RB
(u0;v0)t
d The required amount of bandwidth of virtual link between
VDC (u0; v0) by demand d
T
(u0;v0)t
d The required number of frequency slots by demand d between
VDC (u0; v0)
degv
0
d The degree of VDC v
0 in VCI topology by demand d
ct The cost of optical transponder, will be dierent according to
dierent BVT/SBVT types
to be processed by neither IP/MPLS layer nor EON layer.
In the IP/MPLS layer, an electrical node which can be seen as an IP/MPLS
router, consists of main building blocks: the basic node (including switching matrix,
power supply and mechanics), line cards (LC), with a dierent number of ports for
transceivers and the transceivers [117]. In the EON layer, a exible EON node can
be seen as a bandwidth variable wavelength cross-connect (BV-WXC), which is used
to establish optical cross-connections with various frequency slot width. The BV-
WXC which mainly consists of BVT and bandwidth-variable wavelength selective
switch (BV-WSS) can provide both sub-wavelength and super-wavelength for the
exible optical network. The EON can provide a granularity of 12.5 GHz instead
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of 50 GHz in current WDM systems. Optical transponders can adjust the optical
signal transmission rate to the actual trac demand, by expanding or contracting
the bandwidth of an optical path (i.e. varying the number of sub-carriers) and by
modifying the modulation format [118].
We investigate our NE-VCIP problem on two optical network models: the optical
network model with BVTs (BVT-model) and the optical network model with SBVTs
(SBVT-model). In BVT-model, we adopt BVT to set up light path for each data
ow and we suppose that the required bandwidth of each data ow does not exceed
the maximum data rate of the BVTs used in the EON layer. We will consider using
BVTs with capacity of 10 Gbps, 40 Gbps, 100 Gbps and 400 Gbps. In SBVT-model,
we adopt SBVT to set up light path for each data ow and we adopt the optical
trac grooming technology to maximize the spectrum utilization. We consider using
SBVTs with capacity of 100 Gbps and 400 Gbps. We note that the maximum trac
rate is same in both models, which means that if we use 100 Gbps SBVTs in SBVT-
model, the maximum capacity of the BVTs used in BVT-model cannot exceed 100
Gbps. In this case, for example, if a demand requires 20 Gbps bandwidth, in the
BVT-model we will use a pair of 40 Gbps BVTs to set up light path for this demand
and we know that the remaining 20 Gbps capacity of this pair of BVTs would be
wasted; while in the SBVT-model, we will use a pair of 100 Gbps SBVTs and will
slice a 20 Gbps logical sub-transponder for this demand, then the remaining 80 Gbps
capacity can be used by other demands.
5.3.3 Cost Model
In this work, the cost we considered for the NE-VCIP problem comes from the rental
cost for computing resources such as CPU and storage (noted as operating expenditure
(OpEx) in this work), and the xed cost for network equipments and bers (noted as
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capital expenditure (CapEx) in this work). For the OpEx, we refer to the Amazon
EC2 cost model to give the unit rental cost (cost per resource unit per slot) of CPU,
storage and bandwidth. For the CapEx, we refer to the cost model in [5] for the cost of
IP/MPLS nodes, BVTs, optical amplier, etc (shown in Table 5.2). We assume that
the metro node in our topologies consists of a single-chassis router, which consists of
a single shelf with 10 line-card slots. All the cost values in our work are normalized.
We assume that for BVT and SBVT with the same capacity, they have the same
cost [114]. Therefore, for example, suppose the maximum data rate of transponders
we used is 100 Gbps and a demand requires 50 Gbps bandwidth. In the BVT-model,
since BVTs with capacities of 10 Gbps and 40 Gbps cannot satisfy the demand, we
need to use a pair of 100 Gbps BVTs to set up light path the for this demand. Then
the total cost of transponder use for this demand will be 2  CostBV T100. In the
SBVT-model, we need to slice out 50 Gbps logical sub-transponders from a pair of
100 Gbps SBVTs to set up light path for this demand. Since the remaining capacity
of this pair of SBVTs can be used by other demands, the total cost of transponder use
for this demand will be 2  1
2
CostBV T100. We can see the transponder cost savings
when using SBVT from this example.
Table 5.2
Cost Model [5]
Component Cost (normalized cost unit)
IP/MPLS
node
9
BVT 2.5 7.625 20.625 65.625
(10 Gbps) (40 Gbps) (100 Gbps) (400 Gbps)
Optical am-
plier
5(reach 80 km)
Fiber cost 0.02 per km per GHz
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5.3.4 MILP Model
We will describe the MILP formulations of VCI mapping while considering RSA
in EON problem. In general the physical frequency ltering requires that various
spectrum paths are separated in the spectrum domain by guard frequencies [119]
when two spectrum paths share one or more common ber links. In our problem, to
simplify the model, we assume that the size of guard frequencies is zero.
5.3.4.1 Full-Fit Scenario
In the full-t scenario, when given a set of VCI demands, the resource allocator needs
to accept all demands and minimize the total cost of all demands. To construct MILP
formulations, we dene some variables as shown in the following.
- xv
0v
d , 1 if required VDC v
0 by demand d is mapped to DC v; 0 otherwise
- y
(u;v)
df(u0;v0), 1 if the FS f is used on physical link (u; v), which is on the mapping path
for virtual link (u0; v0) of demand d; 0 otherwise. (u; v) 2 E; (u0; v0) 2 Ed
- COSTd, The cost for demand d
Objective:
Minimize
X
d
Costd (5.1)
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Costd =
X
t;v0;v
(RCv
0t
d  v +RSv
0t
d  v +RP v
0t
d  v)  x(v
0;v)
d (5.2)
+
X
v0;v
(iv + ev)  x(v
0;v)
d  degv
0
d +
X
t;e0
RBe
0t
d  (b+ 2ct)
+
X
e0;e
y
(e0;e)
d  de  comCost 
l
RBe
0t
d =10
m
where comCost integrates the OA and ber using cost (Table 5.2) along the ber
links, t 2 [STd; ETd]; v0 2 V d; u; v 2 V
Computing Resource Capacity Constraints:
X
d;v0
RCv
0t
d  x(v
0;v)
d  Cv (5.3)
X
d;v0
RSv
0t
d  x(v
0;v)
d  Sv (5.4)
X
d;v0
RP v
0t
d  x(v
0;v)
d  Pv (5.5)
where t 2 [STd; ETd].
Resource Allocation Region Constraints:
X
v
x
(v0;v)
d = 1, 8d 2 D; v0 2 V d. (5.6)
X
v0
x
(v0;v)
d  1, 8d 2 D; v 2 V . (5.7)
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Spectrum Continuity Constraint:
X
f
y
(u;o)
df(u0;v0)   xu
0u
d  T (u
0;v0)t
d = 0, y
(i;u)
df(u0;v0) = 0 (5.8)
X
f
y
(i;v)
df(u0;v0)   xv
0v
d  T (u
0;v0)t
d = 0, y
(v;o)
df(u0;v0) = 0 (5.9)
X
f;j 6=v
y
(i;j)
df(u0;v0) =
X
f;j 6=u
y
(j;o)
df(u0;v0) (5.10)
where 8i; o; j 2 V; t 2 [STd; ETd]. We indicate u; v are the source and destination
nodes of the mapping route for VL (u0; v0).
Frequency Slot Consecutiveness Constraint:
(y
(u;v)
df(u0;v0)   y(u;v)d(f+1)(u0;v0)   1)  ( N) 
X
f 0
y
(u;v)
df 0(u0;v0) (5.11)
where f 2 [1; F   1]; f 0 2 [f + 2; F ]; u0; v0 2 V d; u; v 2 V .
Frequency Slot Capacity Constraint:
X
d;u0;v0
y
(i;o)
df(u0;v0)  1, 8f; i; o (5.12)
X
d;f;u0;v0
y
(i;o)
df(u0;v0)  FN , 8i; o 2 V (5.13)
Equations 5.3{5.5 ensure that the assigned computing resources required to the
demand cannot exceed the resource capacity of each node. Equation 5.6 guarantees
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that one VDC of a VCI demand can only obtain resources from one physical DC.
Equation 5.7 guarantees that a physical DC can only have at most one VDC of a
demand to be assigned to itself. Equations in 5.8 guarantee that the number of output
frequency slots from the source node equals to the required number of frequency slots,
and no input ow to the source node. Equations in 5.9 guarantee that the number of
input frequency slots to the destination node equals to the required input frequency
slots, and no output ow from the destination node. Equation 5.10 ensures that the
spectrum route uses the same spectrum(s) along the routing path. Equation 5.11
ensures that the employed frequency slots are consecutive in frequency domain. The
FS consecutiveness constraint requires that, for a spectrum route, the allocated FSs
are consecutive in frequency domain. This constraint can be equivalently converted
to: if y
(i;o)
df(u0;v0) = 1 and y
(i;o)
d(f+1)(u0;v0) = 0, all FSs with index higher than f + 1 will not
be allocated to the VL (u0; v0) from ber link (i; o). We introduce a large number
N in this constraint. Equation 5.12 ensures that one frequency slot on an ber link
can only be used by one route in a time slot. Equation 5.13 ensures that the used
frequency slots cannot exceed the spectrum capacity (noted as FN) of each ber link.
5.3.4.2 Best-Fit Scenario
When the number of demands are increasing, there might be not enough resources for
all demands, so we construct the best-t MILP model. In the best-t scenario, when
given a set of VCI demands, the resource allocator will accept as many demands as
possible to allocate resources for them, and then compute the total cost for resource
allocation. (Blocking rate is what we cared about in the best-t scenario.) Addition
variables that are needed to construct the MILP model are listed in the following.
- wv
0
d , binary variable, 1 if VDC v
0 in demand d is accepted; 0 otherwise
- zd, binary variable, 1 if demand d is accepted; 0 otherwise
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- ACv
0t
d ; AC
v0t
d ; AC
v0t
d , actual allocated the amount of CPUs/storage/switch ports for
VDC V 0 of demand d in time slot t
Objective:
Maximize
X
d
zd (5.14)
ACv
0t
d = RC
v0t
d  x(v
0;v)
d (5.15)
ASv
0t
d = RS
v0t
d  x(v
0;v)
d (5.16)
AP v
0t
d = RP
v0t
d  x(v
0;v)
d (5.17)
where d 2 D; v0 2 V d; v 2 V; t 2 [STd; ETd].
X
v
xv
0v
d = w
v0
d , 8d 2 D; v0 2 V d (5.18)
wv
0
d = zd, 8d 2 D; v0 2 V d (5.19)
In the Best-Fit scenario, the objective (equation 5.14) is to maximize the total
number of accepted demands. For constraints, except those in Section 5.3.4, we add
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additional constraints. Equations 5.15{5.17 ensures that if VDC v0 of demand d is
mapped to physical DC v, the amount of actual allocated resources will be the same
with the amount of required resources, otherwise zero. Equation 5.18 guarantees
that if VDC v0 of demand d is mapped to a physical DC, it means that this VDC
is accepted. Equation 5.19 guarantees that if any VDC of a demand d cannot be
mapped, the whole demand d will be droped.
5.4 Heuristic Algorithm
We propose a cost-optimized greedy heuristic for the NE-VCIP problem. Every VCI
demand is generated randomly with start time, nish time in [0,24], with required
bandwidth and computing resources. In our proposed heuristic, we do not sepa-
rate the joint resource allocation into two phases: computing resource phase and
bandwidth resource phase, but combine them together. In the traditional two-phase
allocation process for computing resources and network resources, each VDC in a
VCI demand needs to be mapped to a physical DC rst according to the cost and
availability of computing resources, then we look for the optical circuits with avail-
able bandwidth resources between mapped VDCs. However this approach involving
considering computing resources rst and network resources second, the so called
two-phase method, has a deciency. We found from previous experiments that the
network resource is the bottleneck (compared to computing resources in each DC) to
complete the joint resource allocation for demands. So the two-phase method may
lead to high blocking rates due to lack of network resources along the optical cir-
cuit between the mapped VDCs. Compared to the two-phase method, in our new
method, we map the rst VDC of a VCI demand rst, then we consider the network
resources availability along the optical circuit between this VDC to its connected ad-
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jacent VDC. We also need to consider if the destination physical DC of the optical
circuit has enough computing resources for this adjacent VDC (as shown in the fol-
lowing heuristic description in the steps (2), (3) and (4) below). The detailed idea of
the heuristic can be found in the following paragraph and in Algorithm 7.
The general ideas of the proposed cost-optimized greedy heuristic are: (1) Map
the rst VDC (e.g. v1) of a demand, map it to the DC (e.g. u) which has enough
computing resources and has lowest resource unit cost; (2) check if v1 has connections
with other VDCs (e.g. v2) in the VCI demand graph; (3) if yes, for each connection,
the Dijkstra algorithm is adopted to nd the shortest path p(u; des) between u and
every other DC, and sort the paths in distance ascending; if no, go to (5); (4) map v2 to
des which is the destination DC of the shortest path if des DC has enough computing
resources and all links along path p have required number of FSs; (5) continues until
a VCI demand is processed, then go for the next demand. The algorithm details
are described in the the following Algorithm 7 which is implemented in [37] of our
work . We call the Dijkstra algorithm whose time complexity is O(jEj+ jV jlogjV j)
in our proposed heuristic. The total time complexity of the proposed heuristic is
O((jEj+ jV jlogjV j+ jV j2)jDjjV dj).
5.5 Experimental Results and Analysis
We carry out the computations for ILP model (using IBM ILOG CPLEX Opti-
mization studio) and cost-optimized greedy heuristic on a cluster node which has
2 CPUs/16 cores and 64GB memory with Linux system. Two network topologies
are tested for the simulations: a 6-node topology (Google DC locations) shown in
Figure 5.5 and NSFNET topology shown in Figure 5.6 with the distance in km. The
experiments for BVT-model and SBVT-model are described in 5.5.1 and 5.5.2.
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Google data center locations topology (6-node).
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NSFNET network topology.
5.5.1 Results for BVT-model
For the experimental results showed in this section, we only consider using 10 Gbps
BVT in our tested optical network model, which is part of the short version of our
work [37]. In addition, the trac demands are not categorized by their required
bandwidth amount now. The correctness of the proposed greedy heuristic is veried
by comparing its results with the Full-Fit ILP results for the small data set for the
6-node topology as shown in Table 5.3. When given one demand, the heuristic can
give the near optimal solution compared with that of CPLEX and the computing time
is much less than that of CPLEX. When given two or more demands, the CPLEX
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method converges much slower to generate optimal solution compared to the heuristic
method. In this case, in the later experiments, larger data sets are only tested by
the heuristic on two topologies due to the slowness of ILP solution by CPLEX. We
Table 5.3
Cost and time comparison between CPLEX solver and heuristic for the
Full-Fit
# of demands
Total Cost (normalized) Running Time
CPLEX Heuristic CPLEX Heuristic
1 1679.8 1692.31 1.2 hours 1.1384 s
2 4196.7461 (gap 18.56%) 4618.15 2 hours 1.1667 s
3 3547.4564 (gap 97.34%) 16788.3 12 hours 1.2685 s
4  17184.5  1.2841 s
5  17646.7  1.2943 s
Asterisks indicates that CPLEX was unable to nd near-optimal solution within
the time allowed.
compare the total cost and demand blocking rate for dierent data sets with dierent
modulation formats. Due to the space limitation, here we only list the comparison
results for the NSFNET topology; similar results are also obtained on the 6-node
topology.
In Figure 5.7, all the demands can be accepted and allocated resources from
the Cloud by the resource scheduler. By observing Figure 5.7 we can see that for
dierent size of demand set, the total costs decrease with the modulation format
order of BPSK, QPSK and 8-QAM, since the required number of FSs of each demand
is reduced. But the total cost with 16-QAM increases compared to that with 8-QAM,
although each demand has the least number of required FSs with 16-QAM. We note
that the required number of FSs for a given bit rate is reduced sequentially with the
modulation format orders of BPSK, QPSK, 8-QAM and 16-QAM; and at the same
time the optical signal reaches are reduced along the same modulation format order.
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In this case, more regenerators are needed along the optical path to regenerate the
signals and the total cost will increase instead. It seems that it is a better choice to
adopt 8-QAM modulation format to get a lower total cost from Figure 5.7.
With the limited resource capacities, the resource scheduler will drop some de-
mands that cannot be satised when the number of demands increases. During the
experiment we nd that the network resource is a bottleneck compared with other
computing resources. Almost every demand that is dropped is due to lack of con-
tinuous spectrum resource along its optical path. We observe the blocking rate of
dierent sizes of demand set with four types of modulation formats as shown in Fig-
ure 5.8. It is obvious that for the modulation format order of BPSK, QPSK, 8-QAM
and 16-QAM, the required number of FSs for each demand reduces signicantly, so
that the resource scheduler can accept much more demands. When the input number
of demands reaches 1800, the blocking rates are nearly 13.6%, 0.7%, 0.022% and 0
with BPSK, QPSK, 8-QAM and 16-QAM respectively in Figure 5.8.
Thus, while considering the total cost and blocking rate together, we nd that
8-QAM in our experiment performs best, which has the lowest total cost and has the
blocking rate close to 0 for larger data sets.
5.5.2 Results for SBVT-model
To investigate what are the impacts on the total cost and blocking rate when involving
SBVT and considering optical trac grooming, we compare experimental results for
BVT-model and SBVT-model. We consider using SBVTs with capacity of 100 Gbps
and 400 Gbps as the maximum trac data rate respectively. In this case, if we
test tracs with maximum trac rate of 100 Gbps, 1) in the BVT-model, BVTs
with capacity of 10 Gbps, 40 Gbps and 100 Gbps will be adopted, 2) and in the
SBVT-model, SBVTs with the capacity of 100 Gbps will be adopted, as described
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Total cost comparison for BVT-model (10G BVT).
in Section 5.3.2. In this part, we divide the randomly generated trac demands into
three categories by their bandwidth requirement as described in the following. Our
experimental results show that the results tested on 6-node topology and NSFNET
topology have the same trend, so here we only show the results on NSFNET topology.
First we investigate the total cost of solving NE-VCIP problems for submitted de-
mands. Figure 5.9 compares the total cost for VCI demands with dierent bandwidth
requirements (low bandwidth, medium bandwidth, high bandwidth) in both BVT-
model and SBVT-model, and four types of formulation formats are considered as
well. In Figures 5.9a and 5.9b, the maximum data rate that supported by transpon-
der (BVT and SBVT) is 100 Gbps, while in Figure 5.9c the maximum data rate
supported by transponder is 400 Gbps. It means that the required bandwidth of the
VCI demands cannot exceeds the supported maximum data rate in both BVT-model
and SBVT-model.
Figure 5.9a shows total cost comparison for demands with low bandwidth require-
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Blocking rate comparison for BVT-model (10G BVT).
ments. We can observe that for dierent size of demand set, the total cost with
BPSK modulation format is the highest in either BVT-model or SBVT-model. And
the total costs with QPSK and 8-QAM modulation formats are nearly the same with
each other, and they are the lowest compared to the total cost with other modulation
formats. We analyze the data statistically that in BVT-model, the total cost with
QPSK and 8-QAM modulation formats can be reduced by 7%10% compared to
that with BPSK modulation format; and in SBVT-model, the reduction is around
8%. Moreover, we observe from 5.9a that no matter with which type of the modu-
lation format, the total cost in SBVT-model is less that in BVT-model for dierent
size of demand set, and the reduction is around 3%.
Figure 5.9b shows the total cost comparison for demands with medium band-
width requirements, which has the same trends with that in 5.9a. In addition, the
analyzed data shows that, compared to BPSK modulation format, the total cost with
QPSK/8-QAM modulation formats can be reduced by 18% and 19% in BVT-model
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and SBVT-model respectively. Moreover, we observe that the total cost in SBVT-
model is reduced by 5%  7.8% compared to that in BVT-model for four types of
modulation formats.
Figure 5.9c shows that the total cost comparison for demands with high bandwidth
requirements. We can see the the cost decreases with the modulation format order
of BPSK, QPSK, 8-QAM and 16-QAM. So for the demands with high bandwidth
requirements, they will use the least number of frequency slots under 16-QAM modu-
lation format, and thus will have the lowest total cost (although the reach distance of
16-QAM is the shortest) than that under other modulation formats. The total costs
with QPSK, 8-QAM and 16-QAM are reduced by 26%28.8%, 35%37%, 40%42%
respectively compared to that with BPSK in BVT/SBVT-models. In addition, we
observe that the total cost in SBVT-model is reduced by 6.5%10.3% compared to
that in BVT-model for four types of modulation formats. To sum up, from Figure
5.9 we can see that the using of SBVTs can reduce the total cost of solving NE-VCIP
problem, and such reduction will be more signicantly along with the increase of
bandwidth requirement.
After the cost analysis, we compare the blocking rate for the demands with dier-
ent bandwidth requirements (low, medium and high) in Figure 5.10. We test dierent
data sets with dierent number of demands (from 5 demands in a data set, to 2800
demands in a data set). When the data set has less than 200 demands, no trac
blocking happens. All demands will be processed by allocating required computing
and network resources. When the number of demands in a data set goes up to 2800,
the blocking rate reaches the relative threshold under each modulation format. The
blocking rates in BVT-model and SBVT-model are same since the blocking rate is
mainly decided by the computing resource availability in physical data centers and
frequency slots availability in optical ber for the network resource part. Figures
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Figure 5.9
Cost comparison in BVT/SBVT models under dierent modulation formats for
demands with bandwidth requirements in: (a) Range (0 Gbps, 40 Gbps], (b) Range
(40 Gbps, 100 Gbps], (c) Range (100 Gbps, 400 Gbps].
5.10a, 5.10b and 5.10c shows that no matter whether the bandwidth requirement
of demands is low or high, BPSK modulation format has the highest blocking rate,
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Figure 5.9
Cost comparison in BVT/SBVT models under dierent modulation formats for
demands with bandwidth requirements in: (a) Range (0 Gbps, 40 Gbps], (b) Range
(40 Gbps, 100 Gbps], (c) Range (100 Gbps, 400 Gbps].
and the blocking rate decreases with the modulation format order of BPSK, QPSK,
8-QAM and 16-QAM. We here note the blocking rate comparison in three stages:
QPSK compared to BPSK, 8-QAM compared to QPSK, and 16-QAM compared to
8-QAM. We analyze the data in Figure 5.10 and observe that for demands with low
and medium bandwidth requirements, the blocking rates decrease very signicantly,
and they are decreased by 67%84%, 50%66.1%, and 35%70% for the three stages
respectively. For the demands with high bandwidth requirements, the blocking rates
are decreased by 26%, 28.4% and 24% for three stages respectively, which are not so
signicantly as that for demands with lower bandwidth requirements.
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5.6 Conclusion
In this work, we propose and investigate the NE-VCIP problem in IP-over-EON net-
work architectures. An ILP mathematical model is constructed and a cost-optimized
greedy heuristic is developed to solve the NE-VCIP problem. Dierent modulation
formats that are adopted in the EON layer will have dierent results for the total cost
and the demand blocking rate for the same data set size. So in order to minimize the
total cost and also obtain a better system performance (e.g., low blocking rate, high
resource utilization), a trade-o needs to be considered between the two. We conclude
that for demands with lower bandwidth requirements, adopting 8-QAM in EON layer
would be a suitable choice for the resource scheduler to obtain the lowest total cost
and also obtain an acceptable lower blocking rate. For demands with high bandwidth
requirements, adopting 16-QAM would be a better choice to obtain lower total cost
and blocking rate. In addition, in this work we also investigate the eect on total
cost and blocking rate while using SBVTs to set up a light path for data transfer and
considering trac grooming technologies. In our experiments, we conclude that the
the use of SBVTs (compared to BVTs) and trac grooming technology will reduce
the total cost no matter which one of the four modulation formats are adopted, and
this reduction is more signicant for the demands with high bandwidth requirements.
In future work, we will consider implementing more sophisticated heuristics, such as
Tabu search meta-heuristic, to solve the NE-VCIP problem.
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Figure 5.10
Blocking rate comparison in BVT/SBVT models under dierent modulation
formats for demands with bandwidth requirements in : (a) Range (0 Gbps, 40
Gbps], (b) Range (40 Gbps, 100 Gbps], (c) Range (100 Gbps, 400 Gbps].
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Algorithm 7 Cost-optimized Greedy Algorithm
Input and Initializations:
G(V;E) //network topology
D //demand set
Gd(V d; Ed) //virtual topology of demand d
Costd = 0; //initial cost for demand d is 0
Output:
Minimize
P
dCostd.
1: Sort V in ascending order of unit cost for computing resources
2: for all d 2 D do
3: for all vd 2 V d do
4: if vd is not been processed then
5: Map vd on node v with enough resources for vd;
6: Allocate computing resources from v for vd;
7: Update Costd;
8: end if
9: Construct set Pv;
10: for all u 2 V; u 6= v do
11: Find shortest path p(v; u), add p(v; u) into Pv;
12: end for
13: Sort paths in Pv in ascending order of distance;
14: for all ud 2 Adjacent(vd) do
15: if ud is not been mapped then
16: for all p(v; u) 2 Pv do
17: if enough resources on u for ud AND enough spectrums on p(v; u) for
(vd; ud) then
18: Map ud on node u;
19: Allocate computing resources for ud;
20: Allocate spectrums and update Costd;
21: end if
22: end for
23: else
24: Check spectrums on route p(v; x);fsuppose ud is already mapped to x 2
V g
25: if p(v; x) has enough spectrums then
26: Allocate spectrums and Update Costd;
27: else
28: Drop demand d;
29: Release the assigned resources for d;
30: end if
31: end if
32: end for
33: end for
34: end for
35: return
P
dCostd
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Figure 5.10
Blocking rate comparison in BVT/SBVT models under dierent modulation
formats for demands with bandwidth requirements in : (a) Range (0 Gbps, 40
Gbps], (b) Range (40 Gbps, 100 Gbps], (c) Range (100 Gbps, 400 Gbps].
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Chapter 6
Virtualized Cloud Services Provisioning in Hybrid Optical Data Center
Networks
6.1 Introduction
The development of Cloud computing technology has led to the growth in the size
of the data centers. Data centers may contain tens of thousands of computers with
signicant bandwidth requirements. The traditional data center network (DCN) ar-
chitecture is tree-based hierarchy structure which consists of either three-level or
four-lever trees of Ethernet switches and routers. In a typical three-level DCN design
(gure 6.1), the core level is at the root of the tree, the aggregation levels are in
the middle and the edge level is at the leaves of the tree [76]. The Ethernet layer
packet switching solutions are adopted in the traditional tree-based hierarchy DCN
architecture to support the data center network communication. However along with
the increasing bandwidth requirements by the big data applications running on the
Cloud platform, such packet switched tree-based DCN architecture would not provide
high performance services in the future. Other packet switching DCN architectures
such as Fat-Tree structure [120] and BCube structure [121] also meet such bottleneck.
Involving the optical interconnection networks for the DCN can satisfy the high
bandwidth requirements by the big data applications while consuming less power
[122]. Optical interconnects support both packet switching and circuit switching.
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Circuit switching mainly target that DCN in which long-term bulky data transfers
are required between racks. Packet switching optical network can achieve much faster
switching times than circuit switching. Thus the packet switching optical network
ts better to DCN with burst trac [123]. Furthermore, introducing optical network
to the DCN can help to support such big data applications with high bandwidth
requirements and with diverse communication patterns [124]. We can see the optical
network is playing an essential role in the current DCN design and will become more
important in the future DCNs.
With the increasing requirements of bandwidth resources, the traditional com-
puting resource allocation such as VM allocation in data center needs to involve the
network resource allocation to satisfy customers' requirements. The network resource
required by the customers are usually used for connecting the customers' private
Cloud to the VMs reserved by the customers in DCs, or for connecting the VMs
reserved by customers on public Cloud(s). For a Cloud service provider, providing
computing resources alone to the customers is not sucient as a competitive ad-
vantage. Other factors have gained more weight, such as oering network solutions
to customers. Network performance and resource availability can be the tightest
bottleneck for any Cloud [125]. Optical networks with the characteristics of high
throughput, low latency and low power consumption, can be adopted to provide the
bandwidth guaranteed network service in Cloud.
Going back to the resource provisioning service, the cloud providers have moved
from simply supplying computing resources to supplying multiple types of services,
including networking, elastic caching, database, analytics [15]. When deal with re-
sources sharing among multiple customers, the performance isolation becomes a chal-
lenge for the cloud providers. Signicant works have been done to investigate the
performance isolation on dierent aspects, such as Cloud CPU performance isolation
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Figure 6.1
A typical three-level tree-based DCN architecture.
[16], end-to-end performance isolation [18] and Cloud storage performance isolation
[17]. The abstraction of a dedicated virtual data center (VDC) is proposed in such
investigations to deal with virtual resource provisioning and isolation in Cloud.
In this work, we are going to investigate the network-aware resource orchestration
in data center with dierent types of optical data center network architectures. Sec-
tion 6.2 describes data center network architecture that have been proposed in other
works. Section 6.3 discusses the work that have been done on investigating the VM
placement and routing problems in data center. Section 6.4 introduces the problem
settings and the three DCN architectures we discussed in this work. In the following
Sections 6.5{6.7, the mixed integer linear programming (MILP) and mixed integer
quadratic programming (MIQP) formulations for the mathematical models based on
three DCN architectures correspondingly. Section 6.8 presents the experimental re-
sults and analysis. Section 6.9 gives the conclusion for this work.
6.2 Data Center Network Architectures
In this section, we briey review research works that have been investigated to de-
sign and implement the data center network architectures. As introduced in Section
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6.1, the commodity data center networks are constructed mainly based on the tree-
based hierarchy structure. Along with the increasing big data applications running
on Cloud, the supporting for high performance network service of data centers is be-
coming more and more important. Therefore more and more work are being done on
introducing optical network to the data center network architectures to strengthen
the capability of providing high bandwidth to correlated applications.
The work in [126] proposed a hybrid packet and circuit switched data center
network architecture (HyPaC) which augments the traditional hierarchy of packet
switches with a high speed, low complexity, rack-to-rack optical circuit-switched net-
work to supply high bandwidth to applications. The emulation experiments were
carried out to show that the HyPaC architecture can provide large benets to un-
modied popular data center applications at a modest scale. Another work in [127]
also presented a hybrid electrical/optical switch architecture, called HELIOS, for the
DCNs. HELIOS structure can deliver performance comparable to a non-blocking
electrical switch with signicantly less cost, energy, and complexity. The trade os
and architectural issues were explored in the work in realizing these benets.
Besides the hybrid architectures for DCNs, another type of DCN architecture in
work [4] [128] was proposed. OSA, a novel Optical Switching Architecture was de-
signed, implemented and evaluated in work [4]. The designed OSA can dynamically
change it topology and link capacities to achieve unprecedented exibility to adapt
to dynamic trac patterns. Another optical switching architecture for DCN, named
OpenScale, was proposed in work [129]. The idea of \small world" topology is em-
ployed to construct a exible and highly scalable network. Simulations veried that
proposed architecture can achieve eminent scalability.
In the following sections, we will introduce three DCN architectures that are
adopted in our work in detail.
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6.3 VM Placement and Routing in Data Center
We need to consider the VM placement as well as the routing issues when we target
the network-aware resource provisioning in data center. A lot of work have been
done to investigate the VM placement and routing in data center and Cloud systems.
The work in [130] addressed the network-aware VM placement problem by trying to
allocate a placement that not only satisfy the predicted communication demand but
is also resilient to demand time-variations. The authors introduced several heuristics
to solve this new optimization problem called Min Cur Ratio-aware VM placement
(MCRVMP). Another work in [131] focused on high performance algorithms to solve
the VM placement problem in a network Cloud. A shadow routing based approach
was proposed for the VM allocation in a large and heterogeneous data centers or server
clusters and the good performance, robustness and adaptability of the algorithm was
proved analytically and through simulations.
Moreover, a more recent work in [132] focuses on the management of network
resources by exploiting joint route selection and VM placement. The paper formalizes
the joint route selection and VM placement problem as a static optimization problem
and further solve the dynamic version of this problem with the goal of optimizing
the long-term-averaged system performance. In our work, we will consider the VM
placement in data center as well as routing problems in optical layer network for the
network-aware virtual resource provisioning.
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6.4 Problem Settings
6.4.1 VDC Demand Submitted by User
A virtual data center (VDC) that a tenant required is an abstraction which aord the
tenant convenience of using resources on the shared cloud environment. Each VDC
demand consists of VMs which have specied conguration each (number of CPU
cores, memory amount) and virtual links that interconnect the VMs. We model a
VDC demand as a weighted undirected graph, noted as G(V; L) shown in Figure 6.2.
- D: demand set, d 2 D
Figure 6.2
Two possible model of a VDC request.
- Gd(Vd; Ld): the modeled weighted undirected graph of demand d, in which Vd is the
set of VMs required by demand d, Ld is the set of virtual links that interconnect the
VMs
- vd: a VM of a demand d, vd 2 Vd
- ld: a virtual link of a demand d, ld 2 Ld
- RCdv: CPU resource required by VM v of demand d.
- RMdv: memory resource required by VM v of demand d.
- Bd: communication matrix of demand d. B
ld
d indicates the bandwidth requirements
for the data transmission by virtual link ld of demand d. A virtual link ld is represented
by a tuple ld = (d; V Mi; V Mj; b), to indicate that b GB bandwidth is required by this
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virtual link between VMi and VMj (bi-directional). The following example (Figure
6.3) shows the communication matrix of a demand which has four VMs.
0BB@
VM1 VM2 VM3 VM4
VM1 0 30 0 100
VM2 30 0 50 0
VM3 0 50 0 120
VM4 100 0 120 0
1CCA
Figure 6.3
Communication matrix of a demand
6.4.2 Physical Resources in Data Center
In the data center architecture, physical servers are grouped by racks. The servers in
a rack are connected to the top-of-rack (ToR) switch of this rack. For the physical
resources in data center, we model that each server has certain number of CPU cores
and certain capacity of memory. The resource allocator looks for servers that have
available resources, and allocate resources to build VMs with required CPU cores
and memory capacity on top of the servers for the demands. To reduce the com-
munication overhead between racks, in general, the resource allocator will assign the
resources from servers within a same rack for a demand. We dene some parameters
to described the physical resources in data center in the following.
- N : the number of ports of the MEMS matrix optical switch.
- R: the set of ToR switches in DCN; the identier of each ToR switch is r, r 2 R.
- H: the set of physical servers (hosts) in data center; the identier of each server is
h, h 2 H.
- P : the number of ports of each ToR switch that connect to multiplexer, a port is
associated with a wavelength; also indicates the number of servers belonged to a rack.
- Cph: the number of CPU cores each physical servers has.
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- Cmh: the amount of memory capacity each physical servers has.
- k: the degree of each ToR switch, indicates that each ToR can communicate with
other k ToR switches simultaneously.
- Cport: port capacity of ToR switch (ports connect to server side).
- C: wavelength capacity of ToR switch (ports connect to multiplexer side).
- Cpacket: the bandwidth capacity of the link (packet switching) between ToR switch
and aggregation switch.
- W : the number of wavelengths on the connection between ToR switches in both
directions (ToRi ! ToRj and ToRj ! ToRi)
From the parameters described above for the DCN, more information can be
obtained about the DCN. For example, with the given identier of a server h and
the number of servers P in each rack, we can get the rack this server belongs to with
equation r = dh=P e.
6.4.3 Optical Data Center Network Architecture Adopted
In this work, we solve the resource provisioning problems for three dierent types of
DCN architectures and compare the results of provision resources for the demands
on dierent DCN architectures.
A. DCN with fully connected non-blocking matrix optical switches architecture
Suppose a NN MEMS matrix optical switch with fully non-blocking, all optical
cross-connect conguration (Figure 6.4 shows an example of a 4  4 MEMS matrix
fully connected optical switch example). N ToR switches are connected to the MEMS.
In this case, each ToR switch can communicate with other N 1 ToR switches directly
at the same time.
B. DCN with c-through architecture
The c-through DCN architecture (Figure 6.5) is a hybrid packet switching and
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Figure 6.4
Fully connected non-blocking 44 MEMS matrix optical switch.
circuit switching (HyPaC) DCN architecture which augments the traditional hierar-
chy of packet switches with a high speed, low complexity, rack-to-rack optical circuit-
switched network to supply high bandwidth to applications [126]. The c-through con-
sists of two parts, the packet-switched tree-based DCN part with Ethernet switches
and the high-speed rack-to-rack circuit-switched optical networks with recongurable
optical paths. The HyPac DCN architecture benets many kinds of applications,
especially those with bulk transfer components, skewed trac patterns, and loose
synchronization [126].
C. DCN with OSA architecture
Based on the optical switch architecture (OSA) for DCNs [4], in this work we will
adopt a 160-port optical switching matrix and 40 ToR switches that supported 1280
servers in total. Each ToR electrical switch has 64 ports with xed supported data
rate of 10 GE, in which 32 ports are connected to 32 servers that under this ToR, and
the other 32 ports are connected to the optical components (including multiplexer/de-
multiplexer components and wavelength selective switch (WSS)). Each port that con-
nected to the optical components has a transceiver associated with unique wavelength
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Figure 6.5
C-through HyPaC DCN architecture.
to send/receive data. If we suppose each ToR is 4-degree, then each ToR will be
directly switched to another four ToRs through Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems
(MEMS), which means that a ToR can communicate with another four ToRs at the
same time. The reconguration time for MEMS such devices is a few milliseconds
[133].
The MEMES matrix optical switch can be re-congurable means that the opti-
cal network topology connecting racks changes. The initialized conguration of the
MEMS is related with the current trac ows in the data center. The optical cong-
uration manager collects the trac measurements and determines how optical paths
should be congured. The rack pair that has high trac ows are connected directly
(one-hop) through the MEMS matrix. The rack pair that has low trac ows can be
connected through multiple hops. The goal of such conguration is to maximize the
number of This conguration problem be formulated as a maximum weight perfect
matching problem.
Let us look at the connection between one ToR and the MEMS based on previous
example. When sending data, the multiplexer groups the data from all 32 ports of
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The OSA architecture [4].
the ToR with their unique wavelengths into one ber and send them to the 14
WSS. The WSS will split the 32 wavelengths into four groups and each group has
its own ber to transmit the data in that group. The bers are connected to the
corresponding ports of the MEMs switch through optical circulators.
6.5 MILP for Fully Connected Non-blocking MEMS DCN Architecture
6.5.1 Parameters for the Fully Connected MEMS DCN Architecture
In the fully non-blocking MEMS DCN architecture, each ToR switch connects to
other ToR switches directly through the MEMS matrix optical switch. So suppose
for a N  N fully non-blocking MEMS, and we have N ToR switches in the data
center. Thus for the DCN architecture, the degree k of each ToR switch (degree
concept is dened in Section 6.4.2) would be N   1, in order to realize non-blocking
communication with all other N   1 ToR switches simultaneously.
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6.5.2 Mixed Integer Linear Program
Input: A set of VDC demands (D) from users as described in Section 6.4.1. The
physical resources in the data center as described in Section 6.4.2 and the fully non-
blocking MEMS DCN architecture as described in Section 6.4.3.
Output: The allocated computing resources from servers and bandwidth resource
from network connections in data center. The wavelength utilization on each ber
link.
Variables:
- fhdv: equals 1 if VM v of demand d is assigned computing resources from physical
server h; 0 otherwise.
- F idv: equals 1 if VM v of demand d is assigned computing resource from rack i,
which can be seen under ToRi as well; 0 otherwise.
- T ijld : equals 1 if virtual link ld is mapped to physical ber connection between two
ToRs in the direction of ToRi ! ToRj. In the fully non-blocking MEMS DCN
architecture, the connection between any two ToRs is one-hop connection.
- Twijwld : equals 1 if wavelength w on ber connection ToRi ! ToRj is used for virtual
link ld mapping.
-  d equal 1 if demand d can be processed (allocated required resources); 0 otherwise.
Objective: Maximize a  P
d2D
 d + b 
P
d2D
Costd
Constraints:
1. A single VM should be allocated from a server in one rack.
X
h
fhdv  1, 8d; v. (6.1)
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X
r
F idv  1, 8d; v. (6.2)
X
h
fhdv =
X
i
F idv; 8d; v (6.3)
where i = dh=P e as discussed above in Section 6.4.2.
2. The assigned resources from each server should not exceed its resource capacity.
X
d;v
(fhdv RChdv)  Cph, 8h. (6.4)
X
d;v
(fhdv RMhdv)  Cmh, 8h. (6.5)
3. For a ToR switch, the total in-ow to/out-ow from current ToR switch should
equal the total number of VM mappings on this ToR switch.
X
j;ld
T ijld +
X
i;ld
T jild =
X
d;v
F idv; 8i (6.6)
4. Only if virtual link ld is mapped to the ber connection from ToRi to ToRj,
the wavelength can be used for the virtual link on this ber connection.
Twijwld <= T
ijw
ld
; 8i; j; w; i 6= j: (6.7)
5. The needed wavelength amount is restricted by the required bandwidth and
wavelength capacity.
X
w
Twijwld = B
ld
d =C; 8i; j; d; ld: (6.8)
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6. The used number of wavelengths should not exceed the total number of wave-
lengths W on every ber link that connects ToRs.
X
ld;w
Twijwld  W; 8i; j; i 6= j: (6.9)
7. A wavelength on a ber connection can only be used by one virtual link at a
time.
X
ld
Twijwld <= 1; 8i; j; w; i 6= j: (6.10)
8. The demand is accepted only when the resource allocation for all VMs of this
demand is successfully.
X
h
fhdv   d;
X
h
fhdv   d, 8d; v (6.11)
6.6 MIQP for Hybrid Packet and Circuit Switched DCN Architecture
6.6.1 Parameters for the HyPaC DCN Architecture
In the hybrid packet and circuit switched DCN (HyPaC), in addition to the traditional
hierarchy of packet switches, the high speed, rack to rack optical circuit switched
network is adopted to oer high bandwidth to applications. The optical network part
is implemented through the re-congurable optical switch. The reconguration of the
optical switch is based on the current trac ow in DC, in order to carry maximum
number of tracs.
The optimal conguration for the optical switch could be modeled as the bipartite
graph maximum weight perfect matching problem. We can model the bipartite graph
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as a complete weighted bipartite graph with bipartition (R1; R2). The nodes in each
bipartition are same and represent the racks in the DC. The weight of each edge
represents the required bandwidth between two racks. The weight of the edge will
be zero if the edge connects two same racks or there is no bandwidth requirement
between two dierent racks obviously.
6.6.2 Mixed Integer Quadratic Program
In the MIQP formulation, our target is to allocate resources to as many demands as
possible. So we need to look for VMs with enough available computing resources for
the demands. In addition, we need to congure the MEMS matrix as well to adjust
the topology and to nd routes between ToR-pairs, in order to carry as many trac
demands as possible while allocating required bandwidth resource for these demands.
Input: A set of VDC demands (D) from users as described in Section 6.4.1. The
physical resources in the data center as described in Section 6.4.2 and the HyPaC
DCN architecture described in Section 6.4.3.
Output: The MEMS matrix conguration topology. The allocated computing
resource from servers and bandwidth resource from network connections in data cen-
ter.
Variables: Some of the variables used in the following MILP formulations are
already dened in Section 6.5.2. In addition, we dened some new variables to be
used.
-Mij: bandwidth trac matrix, indicates the desired bandwidth from ToRi to ToRj.
- lij: equals 1 if ToRi is connected to ToRj through MEMS matrix optical switch
directly (bi-direction connection, lij = lji; i 6= j), 0 otherwise.
Objective: Maximize the total number of accepted demands and maximize the
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bandwidth trac ow (optimal MEMS conguration):
Maximize
X
d
 d +
X
i;j
Mij  lij: (6.12)
1. A ToR switch can only connect to another ToR switch at a time.
X
j
lij = 1; 8i,
X
i
lij = 1; 8j: (6.13)
2. The desired bandwidth between any two ToRs is exactly the total bandwidth
requirement by virtual links mapped to the route between two ToRs.
X
d;ld
T ijld Bldd =Mij; 8i; j; i 6= j (6.14)
3. The total desired bandwidth of the bandwidth trac matrix cannot exceed
total bandwidth requirements by all demands.
X
i;j
Mij 
X
d;ld
Bldd ; i 6= j: (6.15)
4. The demand trac between two ToR racks through packet-switching cannot
exceed the capacity of electrical network link that connecting ToRs.
X
d;ld;j
T ijld  (1  lij)  Cpacket;
X
d;ld;i
T ijld  (1  lij)  Cpacket: (6.16)
Other constraints on the computing resource allocation are same with those al-
ready presented in Section 6.5.2 (see constraints 1, 2, 4{8 in Section 6.5.2).
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6.7 MILP for OSA DCN Architecture
6.7.1 Parameters for the OSA DCN Architecture
In the OSA DCN architecture, we adopt a re-congurable N -port MEMS matrix
optical switch. The N ports are divided into N=k groups. k is the degree of each
ToR switch, which means a ToR switch can communicate with other k ToRs simul-
taneously. As described in Section 6.4.2, we suppose a ToR switch has 2  P ports
in total, in which P ports connect to P servers in this rack and the other P ports
connect to multiplexer, each port is associate with a wavelength.
In order to facilitate the construct the DCN architecture for mixed integer linear
programming (MILP) model and heuristics in the following sub-sections, we dene
some parameters in the following section to described the OSA DCN architecture, in
addition to the ones we represent in the above sections.
6.7.2 Flexible bandwidth
In the optical switching architecture (OSA) for the data center network we adopted
in this work, each ToR can be connected to other k ToRs directly through the optical
switching matrix. Each ber connecting a ToR to the optical switching matrix can
support dierent bandwidth through carrying dierent number of wavelengths in a
single ber. For example, ToRi wants to communicate with ToRj with bandwidth B,
and B is larger than the capacity of a single wavelength (Let us suppose the capacity of
a single wavelength is w). In this case, ToRi will use dp = B=we ports, each associate
with a wavelength to support this request with B bandwidth requirement. These
p wavelengths together with other wavelengths that for other ToRs communications
are multiplexed into one optical ber which is connected to the WSS through the
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The OSA overview [4].
WDM technology. The WSS will split these p wavelengths from other wavelengths
carried in the input ber, and send the p wavelengths to the appropriate port in the
optical switching matrix which has a circuit to ToRj. Thus a circuit with B capacity
from ToRi to ToRj is set up. Overall, the OSA architecture can support the ToRs
communication with distinct bandwidth requirements for the demands. Similarly, if
two ToRs are not directly connected through the optical switching matrix, the same
wavelength selection and multiplexing are conducted on the hop-by-hop routing along
the multi-hop paths.
6.7.3 Mixed Integer Linear Program
In the MILP formulation, our target, the same as mentioned in Section 6.6, is to
allocate resources to as many demands as possible. We also need to optimally cong-
ure the MEMS matrix optical switch. Dierent from the MEMS conguration in the
HyPaC DCN architecture that each ToR can communicate with only another ToR at
the same time, each ToR in the OSA DCN architecture can communicate with other
k ToRs at the same time.
Input: A set of VDC demands (D) from users as described in Section 6.4.1. The
physical resources in the data center as described in Section 6.4.2 and the OSA DCN
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architecture described in Section 6.4.3.
Output: The MEMS matrix conguration topology. The allocated computing
resource from servers and bandwidth resource from network connections in data cen-
ter.
Variables: Some of the variables used in the following MILP formulations are
dened in Sections 6.5.2 and 6.6.2. In addition, we dened some new variables to be
used.
- lij: equals 1 if ToRi is connected to ToRj through MEMS matrix optical switch
directly (bi-direction connection, lij = lji; i 6= j), 0 otherwise.
- wij: equals 1 if lij carries wavelength w from ToRi to ToRj, 0 otherwise.
- Sij: the bandwidth provisioned from ToRi to ToRj (may be over multiple-hops
along the routing path from ToRi to ToRj).
- vwij: the volume of trac ow carried by wavelength w from ToRi to ToRj (one-hop
connection from ToRi to ToRj).
- T ijld : equals 1 if virtual link ld with bandwidth requirement is mapped to the route
ToRi ! ToRj and ToRj ! ToRi in both directions. In the OSA DCN architecture,
the route between any two ToRs could be one-hop route or multi-hop route.
For the above variables, w 2 f1; 2; :::;Wg; i; j 2 f1; 2; :::; Rg; i 6= j.
Objective: Maximize the number of demands and the bandwidth trac that can
be served:
Maximize
X
d
 d +
X
i;j
Sij: (6.17)
Constraints:
1. The nally served bandwidth matrix is at most the required bandwidth matrix
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by the demands.
Sij Mij; 8i; j (6.18)
2. A wavelength between ToRi and ToRj can only be used if the two ToRs are
connected.
wij  lij, 8i; j; w. (6.19)
3. ToRi can receive/send wavelength w from/to one ToR at most.
X
j
wij  1;
X
i
wij  1; 8i; w (6.20)
4. We assume in this model, the degree of a ToR switch is k, so a ToR connects
to exactly k other ToRs directly through MEMS.
X
j
lij = k; 8i (6.21)
5. The carried bandwidth amount by each wavelength for hop-to-hop connection
is limited by the port capacity and the wavelength capacity of a ToR switch port.
vwij  minfCport; C  wijg; 8i; j; w; i 6= j: (6.22)
6. The trac ow balance constraint: the incoming transit ow to a ToR equals
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the outgoing transit ow from this ToR.
X
j;w
vwji  
X
j
Sji =
X
j;w
vwij  
X
j
Sij; 8i (6.23)
Other constraints on the computing resource allocation are same with those al-
ready presented in Section 6.5.2 (see constraints 1, 2, 4{8 in Section 6.5.2). The
constraints on desired bandwidth trac matrix are same as with the ones in Section
6.5.2 (see constraints 2 and 3 in Section 6.6.2).
6.8 Experimental Results and Analysis
6.8.1 Approaches for Multiple Objectives MILP/MIQP
In this work, we model our problems as multiple objective MILP problems. The
rst objective is to maximize the number of accpeted trac demands. The second
objective is to minimize the total cost for all accepted trac demands. We can see
that the two objectives have dependencies. We adopt two approaches to solve the
dependent multiple objective MILP model.
Approach 1: Formulate the problem as a weighted sum of two linear objectives
Maximize obj1 + w  obj2
S.t. constraints
Then adjust weight w from small negative number to large positive number and
resolve the problem for dierent values of w using CPLEX warming start techniques.
Approach 2: Add constraint for the rst primary objective
Minimize a  obj1 + b  obj2
Initialize:
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a =  1; b =  1; objV al =  1;
S.t. constraints
S.t. if (objV al >= 0) obj1 = objV al
Then we will conduct the CPLEX solving process for two rounds using CPLEX
script ow control. In the rst CPLEX solving round, we maximize the obj1. In
the second round, without aecting the result of obj1 using additional constraint
listed above and changing the value for a and b in the CPLEX script ow control, we
minimize the obj2.
6.8.2 Experimental Results
The experiments are carried out on a Linux Server, the IBM OPL CPLEX tool is
used to generate optimal solutions for the MILP and MIQP mathematical models. All
the demands which are connected un-directional graphs are generated automatically
by a self implemented random generation algorithm in the experiments. We allow
each demand can have 1 to 5 VMs with the bandwidth requirement from 1 GB (low
bandwidth requirement) to 100 GB (high bandwidth requirement) between related
VMs. Two kinds of data center topology scales are used in the experiments: one is
in small scale with 4 racks and each rack has 4 servers; the other one is in medium
scale with 10 racks and each rack has 10 servers. We will develop dynamic heuristics
to solve this virtualized resource provisioning problem in optical DCNs for large scale
data centers in the future.
First, we test the MILP model for fully non-blocking MEMS DCN architecture
through two approaches discussed in 7.1. Through approach 2, the optimal solution
with minimal total cost for the maximal number of accepted demands can be obtained
one time. Through approach 1, we ad just the value of weight w from positive value
to negative value to obtain the optimal solution. Figure 6.8 shows that when we
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adjust the value of w to -0.1, we can get the optimal solution (no blocking happens
and with minimal total cost) for 30 demands. From the result, we can see that when
w increases its value, the cost will increase, when w decreases its value (less than -0.1
in the gure) continuously, the blocking will happen in which some demands will be
dropped. In the gure we used innity cost to show the blocking situation when w is
less than -0.1.
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Figure 6.8
The optimal solution (all demands are accepted with minimal total cost) through
two approaches for 30 demands.
For the fully non-blocking MEMS DCN architecture, we tested dierent number of
demands to nd the suitable w that could be used for dierent number of demands on
dierent data center topology scales. In gure 6.9 we only show that result obtained
from the small scale data center topology since it is the same with what is obtained
from the large scale data center topology. To sum up, for approach 1, we found
that with weight w =  0:1 we can get the optimal solution, which is same with
that is obtained by approach 2, for dierent number of demands for dierent data
center topology scales for the MILP model on fully connect non-blocking MEMS DCN
architecture.
In addition, we test the MIQPmodel for the HyPaC DCN architecture through two
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Figure 6.9
Find the suitable value of w for MILP model for fully non-blocking MEMS DCN
architecture: (a) 5 demands, (b) 10 demands, (c) 15 demands, (d) 20 demands.
approaches as well. For the HyPac DCN, the MEMS optical switch is not congured
initially, so we do not know the connections between the racks in data center through
the MEMS. To congure the MEMS, the MIQP model maps the VMs of each demand
to the servers and computes the network trac ow between racks, nally decide the
MEMS conguration so that maximum number of demands can be accepted with
minimal cost (the cost for network trac through optical circuit switching is less
than that through Ethernet packet switching). Figure 6.10 shows the network trac
distribution in the data center (10 racks with 10 servers under each rack) for 60
demands when the CPLEX solver allocates resources for all demands with minimal
total cost. And the MEMS connection is shown in table 6.1. From the network trac
distribution gure and the MEMS conguration table, we can see that to minimize the
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total cost, around 81.45% network trac ows are switched through MEMS optical
switch and only 8% trac ows are switched through Ethernet packet switching. The
remaining network tracs are within one rack.
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Figure 6.10
The network trac ow distribution in data center for 60 demands.
Table 6.1
MEMS connection conguration between racks
Rack to Rack Connected through MEMS
R1 $ R2 YES
R3 $ R9 YES
R4 $ R6 YES
R7 $ R8 YES
Other connections NO
6.9 Conclusion and future work
In this chapter, we investigate the virtualized resource provisioning problems in
optical DCNs. Based on dierent types of optical DCN architectures, dierent
MILP/MIQP model are constructed. The target for the resource provisioning prob-
lems is to allocate resources for as many demands as possible and minimize the total
cost for providing all these resources. Currently, we have conducted experiments for
dierent MILP/MIQP mathematical models. Two approaches are adopted to nd
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the optical solutions for the models. However, such models only work well for small
scale experiments, such as smaller number of demands and small DCN. In the future,
we will design more complete experiments and develop dynamic heuristics for solving
the problems for dierent optical DCN architectures.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Work
7.1 Conclusion
In this dissertation, we investigate the network-aware resource allocation and virtual
data center resource provisioning problems in Grid/Cloud. Resource allocation and
management is an evolving part of many Grid/Cloud computing and data center
management problems. Along with the increasing number of Big Data applications
that run in Grid/Cloud, the network resource becomes an essential aspect that needs
to be considered and could be the bottleneck for the resource provisioning performance
for Grid/Cloud providers.
We focus on the joint resource scheduling for the submitted jobs which consist of
number of sequential and parallel sub-tasks in Grid/Cloud networks in the rst two
parts (Chapters 3 and 4) of this dissertation. Grid network users can access a shared
set of resources for scientic computing tasks. Cloud tenants are oered IT infras-
tructure through Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). An ecient resource scheduling
mechanism across the network, as a result, will improve the resource utilization and
also reduce the cost of scheduling in the Grid/Cloud signicantly. We investigated the
bandwidth guaranteed joint resource scheduling from both the Grid/Cloud provider's
point of view and the customer's point of view, in which the multi-layer optical net-
work architecture is introduced to guarantee the reservation of the network bandwidth
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resource. From the Grid/Cloud provider's point of view, we completed the joint re-
source scheduling for as many submitted jobs as possible with the minimal overall
capital expenditure for providers. From the customer's point of view, we allocate the
resources to each tenant with minimal rental cost. Making use of the advantages of
optical networks, the cost optimized joint resource scheduling can be realized with
low cost and high throughput. We modeled the joint resource scheduling problems
mentioned above as optimization problems and developed both MILP optimal math-
ematical model and ecient heuristics to solve the problems. We also found that
dierent job scheduling policies would aect the total cost of resource allocation and
the total job acceptance rate by the Grid/Cloud providers.
Along with the advent of techniques for virtual cloud and virtualized data centers,
the Cloud service is not limited to providing computing resources such as VMs to the
customers based on the infrastructure as a service (IaaS). The virtual data center
and virtual cloud service enable customers to quickly construct their own cloud plat-
form for running their applications. In this case, in the second two parts (Chapters
5 and 6) of this dissertation we focus on the network-aware virtualized cloud and
virtualized data center provisioning problems through optical network technology.
The IP over elastic optical network architecture is adopted for the inter-data center
network connections in the virtual cloud provisioning. The hybrid optical network
architecture and complete optical switching network architecture are introduced for
the intra-data center network connection in the virtual data center provisioning. We
model the problems as optimization problems, construct MILP mathematical model
and propose heuristics to solve them. All of the resource allocations problems we
discussed in the dissertation are NP-hard problems. In addition we only deal with
static demands from customers which leave us the one expansion for possible future
work.
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7.2 Future Work
One possible future work is we plan to consider the dynamic demand tracs for the
resource provisioning problems. We will involve the queuing theory models to ana-
lyze the dynamic demand trac and study how our resource provisioning simulator
processes the dynamic requests from customers. The dynamic demand trac would
mimic the real trac in the current cloud, such as Google cloud and Amazon cloud.
In addition, another future work is mainly based on the second two parts in the
dissertation. In Chapters 5 and 6, we consider the virtual resource provisioning for
inter-data center network and intra-data center network connectivities separately. In
the future work, we will investigate the end-to-end virtual resource provisioning across
multiple cloud network domains, in which the detailed inter-data center and intra-
data center communications will be dealt with together. The end-to-end resource
provisioning idea would be important for our future goals. In our current work, what
we have implemented are resource provisioning simulators. In the future, what we
want is to implement resource provisioning emulators that would emulate the real
network and hardware and would work over the real operating systems. In addition
we want to test our emulators on real testbeds such as GENI (an academic testbed)
and Amazon AWS (an industry testbed).
Moreover, one more possible future work is to involve the software dened net-
working (SDN) technique for the network-aware resource provisioning system. In our
dissertation, we focus on the network-aware resource provisioning for dierent sce-
narios, in which the on-demand provisioning of network resource plays an important
role in the problem. We would like to involve the SDN technique for the network
provisioning with the advantages of reducing network provisioning time and reducing
service costs through improved network management eciency.
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